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ABSTRACf 

Reccnt wchnologica! devclopmenls in real-time computer simulation, namely Virtual 

Kcality technology, have been met with excitement and enthusiasm by many who see the 

potential it has for altering our communicative, educational and recreational environments. I 

have recognized one fundamental question that the technology poses: What will the nature of 

reality in virtual reality be, and how will we determine it? This thesis investigates two areas: the 

ontology of virtual reality and the intersection between the work of Marshall McLuhan and 

phcnomcnology as a heuristic method of investigating the problem. 

For the phcnornenological framework this thesis references Alfred Schutz, primarily his 

work on how we "construct" our social and physical reality expressed in The Constructions 

of rhe Life-World, (volumes I and 11). I also incorporate Berger and Luckman's Social 

Construction of Realiry into the discussion. I refer to Don Idhe's work on phenomenology 

applied to technology and Drcw Leder's work on disembodiment. 

My consideration of McLuhan and phenomenology yields four broad areas of 

intcrscction, cach containing further intercises within. These categories are (I) The Body; (2) 

Thc Environment; (3) Language; and (4) McLuhan's Tetrad. 

In m y  discussion of the body I note that both McLuhan and the phenomenologists regard 

it 3s the starting point from which all understanding of the world originates thus privileging 

thc role of thc scnscs and pcrccption. Specific complementary areas I consider include the 

cxtcnsion - disembodimcnt dynamic and the amputation - disappearance relationship. The 

scconti point of intcrscction examines two perspectives on how we manipulate the 

environment and how it, in turn, manipulates us, focusing specifically on various "levels" of 

rcality and how we mow through them. The third point of conversion considers how the 

"langurtgc" of a technology structures perception, returning to the implications of 

hlcluhan's phrasc, "the medium is thc message". I end by presenting McLuhan's Tetrad as 

ti significan~ arca of convergence with the process of phenomenological reduction and apply 

the model to an analysis of virtual reality. 



In concluding ihis thesis I suggest that McLuhan's work, gmunded as i t  is in thc scrlscs, 

and phenomenology, grounded as it is in the philosophy of pcrccption and c ~ p ~ r i c n c c ,  can 

provide a way of illuminating the ontology of virtual reality. The two models arc helpful 

when intersected as each deal with an area of concern in a manner complementary to the 

other. I speculate on the nature of the reality of virtual reality, noting the inevitable 

relationship it must have to our lived, social reality and suggest several areas for further 

investigation. 
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fntrodudion tn the Discussion 

I have worked for a number of years in the field of interactional computer-based 

program development, and along with my colleagues have witnessed the birth and 

intmducrion of virtual reality (VR) technoiogy first into the computer industry and then into 

the public mind. Like others I have seen the incredible potential for altering our 

communicative, educational and recreational environment that the technology seems to 

suggest but at the same time I recognize one fundamental question the technology poses: 

What will the nature of reality within virtual reality be, and how will we determine it? This 

thesis invcstigatcs two areas; thc nature of reality in VR and the intersection between 

Mc1,uh:tn and phenomenology as a method of investigation. 

McLuhan's work, grounded a$ it is in the senses, and phenomenology, grounded as it is 

in the philosophy of perception and experience can provide a way to illuminate the nature of 

ttic reality of vinud reality. Having come to the conclusion of my heuristic investigation, a 

thcsis has been developed to show that a synthesis of McLuhan and phenomenology (or, 

more precisely, media studies expounded by McLuhan and select phenomenologists) 

provides us with a potent way to do this. The two models are helpful when intersected as each 

illuminates an area of concern in a manner complementary - as opposed to antagonistic - to 

ihc othcr. McLuhan, as a theorist of electmnic media who focuses on perception and sensory 

organization as the primary influence in our interpretation of reality, emphasizes the 

technological pmpcniss which structure perception. The phenomenologists, who also 

privilcgc interpretation and reflection in the analysis of human and social life, direct their 

Ibcus to thc cognitive aspects of reality-apprehension, namely how the dynamic interplay 

k.twocn our intcrnsi mechanisms and the environment structure perception. By considering 

both the "extcmsl" (technology) and the "internal" (social conditions) factors in the 



construction of virtual worlds, I am able to engage in a mare comp~hcnsivc discussion than 

if I were to use either model in isolation. 

Aside from providing a framework from which thc question of reality in virtual reality 

can be considered, my investigation produces interesting residual areas of considcration. 

namely that media theory expressed by McLuhan and many aspect5 of phenomenology 

compliment each other. Although 1 sce a valid and useful relationship bctwcen the two areas 

for examining the nature of virtual reality and havc chose to craft a methodology bascd on 

them, I can also see other methods which would be useful in investigating virtual rcality, such 

as Innis and the structuralist tradition. 

Although I use the broad title "phenomenology" (or "phcnomcnologist") throughout 

this work, I am in fact only refcning to a small pan of the tradition, that is, the thcory of how 

we "construct" our reality ("life-world") as cxpresscd by Alfred Schutz, primarily through 

his two volumes, The Constructions of the Life-World and, in the same tradition. Bcrger and 

Luckman's Social Conrtruction of Reality. I will also be refemng to two of Don Idhc's 

works, The Consequences of Phenomenology and Technology a d  the Life-World for thcir 

discussion of phenomenology applied to technology. Finally, I have incorporated Drew 

Ledcr's work, The Absent Body, into my discussion of discmbodimcnt. I havc chose to 

privilege the work of Schutz et al. because of its obvious application lo a comparative 

discussion of thc construction of vinual worlds, but acknowlcdgc that others in the 

phenomenological tradition, most notably Martin Heidcggcr and his discussion of technology 

and Merleau-Ponty and his discussion of perception, could also provide a valuable framework 

for examining the issues. 

By expressing an interest in the nature of the reality of vinual reality, I am, in cffect, 

investigating the "ontology" of virtual reality. I am aware that there are conflicting traditions 

in the history of ontology, although it is not within the realm of this discussion to engage in 

that debate. Instead I wiIi use the term as defined by Michael Hicm, who ha$ investigatzd the 

ontology of word processing in his book, The Electric Language. Hiem builds his discussion 



on several crucial assumptions which imply a fmctional definition of "o~tology", the inost 

fundamental k i n g  powd a% a philosophical question. He asks how contemporary contact 

with reality is affected by the new writing technology, assuming that there is necessarily a 

transfornative element to technological innovations. More specifically he asks: "What is it 

that we can cxamine consistently and fruitfully which wiU allow us to perceive the unique 

challcngcs to reality apprehension that are raised by word processing?"1 He later answers his 

yucstions by suggesting an approach, rather than specific focus for investigation, an approach 

that privilcgcs an examination of thought under changing conditions caused by electronic 

symbol m;tnipulation. Hiem's method does not rest solely on investigating the nature of 

thought alone, however, but also pursues an investigation of subsequent changes in our 

interaction with signs and chmges in skills developed to manipulate these signs. Briefly, 

tlicm's ontological investigation is involved with the way our interaction with reality is 

affcctcd by word processing and, to a lesser extent, the mode in which these "realities" 

bccornc idcntifiablc and intelligible. It is Hiem's functional definition of ontology that will 

inform my investigation of virtual reality. 

For further clarification regarding the intended meaning of ontology, Hiem contrasts a 

mode of investigation which falls outside of his ontological framework when he notes that we 

may be inclincd to consider word processing as a tool and thus engage in an analysis 

conducive to evaluation based on utilitarianism and efficiency, an approach which would 

-'Pail to touch on what is essential in the interface between human and ma~hine" .~  Also, it 

may lead us away from a focus on what is happening to us and with us. Virtual reality, then. 

will not he considered as a tool, but as a cultural phenomenon. 

Finally. Hicrn provides this investigation with a model and subsequent rationale for 

considering a technology upon its introduction (as opposed to after it has become sedimented 

in our social s t m c t u ~ )  which maintains theoretical harmony with the phenomenological 

trrtdition lime., considering the introduction of new social institutions in their nascent phase). 

Hiem actnowldgcs that it would be easier to evaluate the phenomenon after "historical 



distance" has been established and historical acccunts bccomc a~a i l ab lc .~  Yct i t  is prcciscly at 

the point of introduction that, says Hiem, "the past bccomcs clear as past, as obsolcsccnt, arid 

the future becomes clear as destiny, a challenge of the ~nknown".~  The advantage of thc 

study of VR in its infancy, then, is the sense of novelty gcncrated by the lack of transparency 

which may yield a more comprehensive awareness of transformations. 

My consideration of McLuhan and phenomenology has yicldcd four broad arcas of 

intersection, each containing further complementary m a s  within. Thcse cntcgorics, although 

not arbitrary, are not the only areas where McLuhan and thc phcnomcnologicitl tradition may 

cross, but instead provide what I consider to be the primary areas of concern whcn 

considering the ontological nature of virtual reality. Thc four themes, cach invcstigalcd in a 

chapter of its own, are (1) the body; (2) the environment; (3) language; and (4) thc tclrad. 

I begin with a discussion of the body as both the phcnornenologists and McLuhan rcgarti 

it as thc starting point from which all understanding of thc world originxtcs. Mc1,uhan 

emphasizes the alignment of our senscs as fundamental to reality apprchension and lhc 

phenomenologists focus on the role of perception, which is ncccssaril y bodil y-bascd, in the 

interpretation (thus phenomenological construction) of our world. This intersection and its 

implications for emergent virtual reality technology illuminate thc dual naturc of VR as on 

one hand being a forum conducive to disembodying cxpericnccs (when considcrcd from an 

"internal" cognitive perspective) and, on the other, being scnsc-affirming and grounding us 

very much in our carnal, perceiving physical condition. Specific cornplemcntary arcas I 

consider include the extension - disembodiment dynamic and thc amputation - 

disappearance relationship, both of which emphasize McLuhan7s exlcrnal, metaphorical 

contribution (extension and amputation) and the phenorncnologists cognitive contribulion 

(disembodiment and disappearance). 

From a discussion of the body I move to consider the cnvironmcnt in which wc (and our 

bodies) exist. The second point of intersection examines two perspectives on how we 

manipulate the environment and how it, in turn, manipulates us. Within this discussion I look 



at various levels of reality and how we move through them, sometimes aware of the shifting 

properties, sometimes not. I suggest that these discrete realms of reality are bound by a 

"pc.mcablc membrane" through which information passes in both directions, again 

suggcsting a dynamic relationship. I suggest that our embodied experience of the 

cnvironrnent and reality will affect and be effected by experiences in virtual reality. 

The third point of conversion in my discussion focuses on language, more specifically, 

how the "language" of a technology structures perception. The role of language, in a literal 

sense, is of paramount concern to the phenomenologists as they regard it as one of the 

primary instruments of socialization and contend that it structures perception in that the 

grammatical constraints, syntax and terminology - sets necessarily limit what and how we 

perceive. McLuhan is also concerned with the structural influence of language in perception 

(as cvidcnccd by his attention to the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis) but extends his interest to a 

metaphorical lcvcl whcn he considcrs "the language of a technology". The step from 

considering the confines that language necessarily imposes to a consideration of similar 

confincs imposcd by technology paves the way for a comprehensive discussion of the 

potential ontological impact the technology may have. Don ldhe has elaborated on this theme 

lhrough the dcvclopment of a classification system for different kinds of perceptual 

rcaltionships we may have with the world based on the nature of our relationship with 

mediating tcchnology. My discussion of language does not focus on the terminology set that 

is dcvcloping to describe virtual reality or the influence of the "cyberpunk" tradition within 

the science-fiction genre, although I acknowledge them as important factors shaping our 

understanding of VR and in need of investigation. Instead 1 am returning to the implications 

of McLuhan's phrase, "the medium is the message". 

In my fourth chapter I focus on what upon first consideration appears to be solely the 

domain of Marshall McLuhan, but upon further investigation is revealed to be one of the 

most significant points of intersection between McLuhan and the phenomenological tradition: 

the tetrad. McLuhan's tetrad, or "laws of media", incorporate earlier work McLuhan did in 



developing the "figure-ground" methodology for investigating the unforsccn conscquenccs 

an artifact may have on its environment. By focusing on four (albeit broad) usually 

overlooked areas of investigation, the tetrad, in effect, performs the function of 

phenomenological reduction where usual assumptions a b u t  the wor!d an: put in "brackets" 

so hesh insights may 'be had. Although the tetrad was presented as a set of scientifically 

rigorous "laws", I will be ccnsidering it only as a construct for generating questions for 

further discussion and not as a method of scientific investigation. In my application of the 

tetrad to VR I consider each law only in relation to the phenomenological tradition, 

maintaining the investigative paradigm set for this work. 

As noted earlier my chosen points of intersection are certainly not the only areas where 

McLuhan and the phenomenological tradition may intersect. For example, McLuhan 

emphasizes the important social f~nction of "the artist", who he describes as "thc man in 

any field, scientific or humanistic, who grasps the implications of his actions and of new 

knowledge in his own time. He is the man of integral awar~ncss."~ He also contcnds that 

through "artistic play [artists] discover what is actually happening and thus appear to bc 

ahead of their time". He makes specific mention of science fiction, which, according to 

McLuhan, "presents situations that enable us to perccivc the potcrltial of new tcchnol~gics".~ 

Alfred Schutz also acknowledges the insights of the arlist, for much thc same reason as 

McLuhan, when he says, "The poet and the artist are much closer to an adcquatc 

interpretation of the worlds of dreams and phantasms than the scientists and the philosopher, 

because their categories of communication themselves refer to the rcalm of imagry. They can, 

if not overcome, at least make transparent the underlying dialectical ~onflict".~ 

Early in my investigation I note a tension betwecn McLuhan's approach, which 

emphasizes the external ramifications of technological change through metaphor's which hi- 

light technology as an extension of the body, including amputation, pain and shock, and the 

phenomenological approach which sees change as occurring in perception and cognition, or 

internally. This tension, which serves to provide a more comprehensive analysis of the subject, 



however, was not the only area of dynamic interplay that emerged during my investigation. 

The second area was between two contradictory readings of McLuhan. He is often interpreted 

as contending that upon the introduction of a new technology, society is thrown into a chaotic 

furor resulting from the wide spread change brought about by the technology, an analysis 

that neglects consideration of his later work on the tetrad. It is because of the lack of 

consideration of the retrieval aspect of McLuhan's work that I felt it imperative to include a 

discussion and application of the tetrad in my analysis. 

Bcfore I formulated a framework from which to examine the phenomenon of virtual 

rcaiity, I was intrigued by the attention the popular press had given to McLuhan in regards to 

thc new technology. I wondered if perhaps the aphorisms that made him famous were easily 

applicable to the conditions brought about by the computer age because of their prophetic 

insight (as his supporters would suggest) or because of their ambiguous and sometimes 

contradictory nature (as his detractors would charge). I was amused by the title in Mondo 

2000, an alternative California-based magazine which read, "Marshall McLuhan: The 

Cognitive Agent as Cyberpunk Godfather". Several articles in the Autumn, 1990 issue of 

Mondo 2000 cited McLuhanesque concepts such as "hot and cold media", "The Global 

Village", and media as "extensions of our central nervous system". In an article called 

"Digits Run Riot!" author Jas Morgan says: "As we accelerate ... increasingly towards 

lightspccd and into hyperrcality it's only natural that we as a culture re-investigate and 

reinvigoratc the ideas of Marshall Mc~uhan".~ He goes on to say that he hopes 

"McLuhanism can be forced into a kind of science through which the effects that new media 

have on pcrception will be ~nderstood".~ My curiosity was heightened when I noticed that 

attention has been directed at McLuhan's work as a way of examining VR also from within 

acadcmc. In "Modernism, McLuhan and the Evolution of Cyberspace" Donald Theall, the 

author of The Medium is the Rear View Mirror (a  comprehensive critique of McLuhan7s 

rendering of James Joyce), contends that the conceptual evolution of cyberspace can be 

studied in the works of McLuhan and tha! in the context of virtual reality, "his ideas speak 



with a new precision of the here-and-n~w".~~ In "Elements of a Cyberspace Playhousc", 

Randy Walser notes that it was over a quarter century ago when McLuhan prophesied about 

electronic media and Walser suggests that perhaps now we an: in an environment whcw we 

can understand what he said. Others have also incorporated McLuhan into discussions of VR 

(see Jevans 1991; Laurel 1991; Sack 1991; and Levinson 1990). In my own wading of 

McLuhan I have come across several of what I call "virtual prophesies"; observations on the 

future of computers which seem to describe the conditions unfolding around VR. For 

example, in The Global Village McLuhan notes "Communication mcdia of thc future will 

accentuate the extensions of our nervous systems, which can bc made discmbodicd and totally 

c~l lect ive" .~~ He also says, "As man succeeds in translating his central nervous system into 

electronic circuitry, he stands on the threshold of outering his consciousness into thc 

computer".12 And even earlier, in Understanding Media he said, "An immcdiate simulation 

of consciousness would by-pass speech in a kind of massive extrascnsory perception, just as 

global thermostats could by-pass those extensions of the skin and body wc call ho~scs". '~ 

Such prophesies, although perhaps exaggerated, force onc to considcr thc work of Marshall 

McLuhan in this age of virtual environments (whilc kccping in mind, of course, thc fact that 

in his later years when the personal computer revolution was beginning he was totally 

disinterested in the computer as a tew and powerful technological forcc). 

The useful application of McLuhan's concepts to a discussion of virtual rcality 

technology, however, does not depend on his irnmediatc popularity, but instead on his ability 

to provide a comprehensive framework for the analysis of the nature of a new mcdia. 

McLuhan was not known for his ability to develop and synthesize his (oftcn disparate) facts 

into a comprehensive analysis: in fact his writing style (called "aphoristic", Rascd on 

"probes" instead of theories) was exactly the opposite. I am aware of thc dcbatc surrounding 

the validity of McLuhan's work, and although it is not within the scope of this discussion to 

become involved in it, I do acknowledge that attempting to build a methodological analysis 

from McLuhan's work would be problematic at besl, which is why I have clcctcd to intcgratc 



his oftcn insightful probes with a more rigorous phenomenological discussion. Through this 

integration it is hoped that I will be able to make use of McLuhan's innovative work on 

clcctronic media with the supports of a more systematic method of investigation. 

An Introduction to Virtual Reality 

As noted above, Michael Hiem suggests that considering the implications of a nascent 

technology before it has become sedimented into the social structure (and thus 

"transparent") is a privileged time for philosophical consideration. It also presents, however, 

ccnain challenges when one is faced with defining terms as care must be taken not to force a 

description for clarity but instead to derive a working definition from information available. 

In this section I will make an effort to "define" virtual reality (alternately called 

"cyberspacc", "artificial reality" or "telepresence") through available definitions and a 

brief history of thc technology. 

Definition of Terms 

In his introduction to the First Conference on Cyberspace in 1990, Michael Benedikt, 

author of "Cyberspace: Some Proposals" noted that "no one. knows exactly what fonn 

cyberspace will eventually take"14. He nevertheless goes on to provide one of the most 

comprehensive definitions of the tern to date, describing it as 

... a globally networked, computer-sustained, computer-accessed and compter- 
gcncratcd, multi-dimensional, artificial, or "virtual" reality. In this world, onto which 
cvcry computer screen is a window, actual, geographical distance is irrelevant. Objects 
seen or heard are neither physical, nor, necessarily, representations of physical objects, 
but are rather - in form, character, and action - made up of data, of pure information.. 
This information is derived in part from the operations of the natural, physical world, 
hut is derived primarily from the immense traffic of symbolic information, images, 
sounds, and people, that constitute human enterprise in science, art, business, and 
culture. * 



Benedikt goes on to say that in cyberspace, institutions take on new forms as do people. 

He notes that cyberspace will likely have a geography and code of human law; "it will be 

bounded technically only by the limits of data transmission and computing speed. and 

psychologically only by desire and imaginationw.'6 This definition, however, illustrates 

another pmblernatic element of defining emergent technology; that is, its dual consideration 

as both a phenomenon lending itself to philosophical reflection and also a specific 

configuration of technology. Another example of this dual consideration is the way in which 

VPL Research, a California-based developer of VR technology, dcscribcs VR on iLs brochure; 

"The easiest way to understand VR is to comparc it to the physical world. Physical reality is 

the thin we find on the other side of our sense organs: eycs, ears, and skin. Virtual Rcality is 

perceived when computerized clothing is worn over the scnsc  organ^."'^ This definition, 

McLuhanesque in tone, also considers VR as a total envimnmcnt, an experience, as opposcd 

to an actual technology. 

One might assume that to find definitions or descriptions of the technological 

configuration, then, one could turn to literature on the components of virtual sysicrns - 

whether written by system architects, computer scientists or software and hardware developers. 

This is partly true. In the users guide of Swivel 3 -0 ,  a three dimensional drawing program 

used to create virtual worlds, the building of computcr models is described as "an 

opportunity to create your own small universe, because Swivel is a lot morc than a thrce 

dimensional drawing/modeling program. It has 3-D space and can move in "time" (if you 

consider its powerful animation capabi~itics)",~~ a description that again verges on thc 

ontological as opposed to the technological. Perhaps a consideration of thc semanlic origins 

of the terms will provide us with insight into the technology. 

In "The Metaphysics of Virtual Reality" Michael Hiem notes that in cuntcmprary 

usage, the term "virtual" comes from software engineering and is applied to "any sort of 

computer phenomenon, from virtual mail to virtual workgroups on computcr networks" 

where the reality r e f e d  to is not a "formal, bonafide realityW1g. The tcrm serves to bridgc 
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the gap between our formally unified reality and our diverse  experience^.^^ Today, the 

~echnology that allows us to create informal, "unbonafide" realities includes a helmet that 

present. each eye with a built-in graphic screen and a glove or an enti= suit fitted with 

position sensors and laced with fibre-optic cables that tell the computer how the user is 

moving. The two graphic screens in front of each eye relay computer-generated images 

processed by two super computers that redraw the image every time the head changes 

position. One configuration of VR technology may look like this: 

FIGURE ONE VIRTUAL INTERFACE ENVIRONMENT 

In his article, "Through the Looking Glass" John Walker provides a concise description 

of VR: 

1 defific a cyberspace system as one which provides the user a three-dimensional 
interaction experience that provides the illusion one is inside a world rather than 
observing an image. At the minimum, a cyberspace system provides stereoscopic 
imagery of three dimensional objects, sensing the user's head position and rapidly 
updating the perceived scene. In addition, a cyberspace system provides a means of 
interacting with simulated objects.21 
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A Brief History of VR 

VR has been a topic for public consumption for thc past two or thrcc years, but thc 

history of the technology extends hick at least to 1965 whcn MIT rcscarchcr Ivan Suthcrland 

introduced the idea of immersion in a simulated world coupled with user control through 

input-output devices. In his article, "A Head-mountcd Thrcc Dimcnsional Display" written 

in 1968, Sutherland described his vision of a three-dimensional display that would move ils 

the uscr changed perspective. Me noted that although stereo presentation was important in 

creating the illusion of existing in 3D, it was not as important as the shift in world prcscntation 

that naturally happens when we move through reality.22 It was Suthcrland and his collcagucs 

who first worked on the Head Mounted Display technology that has bccn adopted and 

refined in contemporary VR development. 

Even before Sutherland, however, work was being done - albeit of a lcss technical naturc 

- to realize the dream of a simulated environment that incorporated a mix of scnsory cucs to 

present the user with the illusion of existing in an aitcmate reality. This work was done by 

Morton Heilig, inventor and creator of "Sensorama Simulator", "an apparatus to simulatc a 

desired experience by developing sensations in a plurality of the s c n ~ c s " . ~ ~  Thc Scnsorama 

Simulator was an arcade-type game that simulated a motorcyclc ridc through Brooklyn in thc 

1950's complete with vibrations from the seat and handlebars, full motion 3-D film of thc 

scenery and the wafting smell of pizza and garbage. Scott Fishcr, a VR developer at NASA 

Ames Research Centre contends that "the sensorama display was one of thc first stcps toward 

duplicating the viewer's act of confronting a real scene. The uscr is totally immcrscd in an 

information booth designed to imitate the mode of exploration whilc the sccnc is imagcd 

simultaneously through several senses".24 

Other major developments in VR technology grew out of rcscarch being done at NASA, 

described by Howard Reingold as "the institution that launched the first real public 

exploration of cyberspace".25 In 1984 NASA started the Virtual Visual Environment 

Display project (VIVED), which led to the Virtual Interactive Environment Workstation 
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Projcct (VIEW). The objective of research at NASA is "to develop a multi-purpose, multi- 

modal operator interface to facilitate natural interaction with complex operational tasks and to 

augment operator awareness of large-scale autonomous integrated systems".26 Vimal 

Reality was formally introduced to the general public, however, on June 6, 1989 at two trade 

shows by VPL Research and Autodesk, two private companies located in southern California. 

Both companies presented devices for interacting with three-dimensional, computer-generated 

worlds, arld it is largely through their promotion that the term "virtual reality" has become 

mainstream parlance. 

This cursory history is by no means complete in its mention of events that have shaped 

the history of virtual reality technology. Missing , for example, is a discussion of the role 

flight simulation for pilot and tank warfare training played in the development of the 

kchnology, as well as a discussion of earlier computer technologies which converged to allow 

VR to bccomc a reality (for example, developments in computer graphics and increased 

cfficicncy in speed and memory capacities). Also absent is a discussion of conceptual 

influences, such as computer arcade games, and even non-computer role-playing games such 

as "Dungcons and Dragons". 

11 must hc acknowledged here that the vision of VR as a realistic simulation of reality, 

whcrc one is virtually unable to distinguish between the two, is still a long way off. Problems 

cxist with the current speed for calculating and re-drawing the computer graphics. Also, 

olfactory cues as well as a sense of tactility are still in early development stages. The rate of 

dcvclopment, however, can be expected to advance quickly and steadily. For the purposes of 

this discussion it  is the vision of the technology expressed by those working in the field of VR 

rcscarch and development that I am interested in; in short, what it promises and what we must 

prcparc for. 
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CHAPTER I: THE BODY 

One characteristic of the "postmodern" age is the progression from the mind - body (or 

mind versus body) dualism, and the accompanying belief that rationality transcends bodily 

experience, to a view where the body is the locus of all experience and through it we 

understand and perceive our world. Johnson notes that "We are rational animals but we are 

also rationd  animal^"^ elucidating the concept of embodied rationality. Merleau-Ponty 

describes the body as "the very medium where our world comes into being"? and Idhe 

notcs that "the body plays an essential role in perception and ... is a concrete location from 

which all perspectives are had".3 In Oraliry and Literacy Waiter Ong describes the role of the 

body as the "frontier" between self and the world, and notes that our understanding of 

"interior" and "exterior" are in relation to the body.4 The centrality of the body in 

interpreting our environment is thematic to both McLuhan (through his discussion of sensory 

arrangement as an effector of realiiy apprehension and his metaphorical discussion of 

"icchnology as extensions") and many phenomenologists (evidenced by their theoretical 

description of the life-world and our experiences in it that are necessarily grounded in the 

body and involve interaction with our embodied fellow men). The anatomical theme is also 

evidenced through the "phenomenological anatomy" of the lived body which characterizes 

rcgions according to their usual forms of presence-absence and the kind of world relations 

they permit, as Drew Leder notes5 I will now examine phenomenological concepts of 

cmbdimcnt as interpreted by Alfred Schutz and Don Idhe and juxtapose them with 

Mcl-uhrin's dcscription of the "sensorium". Before I begin, however, I will put the idea of 

ttic 'living body' into a socio-historical context. 

We are reminded of the centrality of our physical body in our interactions with the world 

by its very naturc as a living. functioning organism, demanding nourishment and 

revitalization. First and forcmost we are carnal beings engaged in a birth-death cycle over 

which we have relatively little control (i.e.. we know, unequivocally, that we will face death, 



and often fear it). Schutz describes this experience (fear of death) as thc "fundamental 

anxietym6 out of which other inter-related systems of hope, fern, wants and satisfactions 

develop. However, although our mortal existence is an implicitly understood property of that 

which it means to be human, it does not reside in conscious awareness at all times; in fact, 

thoughts of death are usually relegated to our unconscious except in unusual circumstances 

(such as during a prolonged illness or upon the death of a loved one). If we were constantly 

avlare of our impending death we would not be functional. This knowledge of death and 

awareness of our carnality has humbled us into accepting our role as part of thc cyclic 

construct of nature, but not without resistance. Descartes himself worked to postpone his 

death beyond what was considered humanly po~sible.~ More rcccntly as we movc funher into 

the cybernetic age we are looking to perfect methods of cryonics and the embodiment 

human intelligence in robotic systems, the mind forever preser~ed.~ I1 is important to note 

that just as our mortality recedes from awareness so does specific knowledge of our 

functional body. While writing, for example, I may be aware of the movement of tendons and 

muscles in my hand due to the physical reminder of the pressure my fingers fee1 against the 

pen, but I am probably not aware of blood moving through the veins and arteries of my left 

foot and cven less likely to be aware of my spleen or any other internal organ (unless in a 

state of discomfort). Body regions relegated to a supportive role, or simply out of play at any 

given time are, according to Drew Leder, engaged in "background disappearances". Instead 

of reinforcing the idea of disembodied rationality (how can our body be the locus of 

perception and experience if we are unaware of it most of the time?) these background 

disappearances can be seen as a necessary condition for functioning in the lifeworld as we 

would certainly be unable to function while trying to maintain awareness of our complcte 

physiology. I will discuss this at length when I consider the phenomenon of discmbodiment 

but it should also be kept in mind when examining phenomenological theories of 

embodiment. 
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The Body and Life-World Apprehension 

A Phenomenufogkd Inlerprekrliun 

In his description of phenomenology, ldhe says it is "a philosophy concerned with the 

interpretation of human experience rooted in perception and bodily activitym9 (italics mine). 

Thc bodily activity - perception relationship is also a key aspect of the phenomenological 

undcrstanding of Shutz's concept of the "life-world". Schutz7s very definition of life- 

world. "the region of reality in which man can engage himself and which he can change 

while hc owrates in it by means of his animate organism"10 (italics mine) reinforces this. 

The primacy of embodied relations in the life-world can be further evidenced in three 

concepts presented by Schutz: the idea of the 'manipulatory zone'; the nature of the body's 

rclationsnip to our interpretation of time and space; and the necessary embodiment of our 

"fcllow mcn" (that is, contemporaries) in mutual relations. Idhe develops the assumption of 

the imponancc of Lhc body in world relations through a classification system for relationships 

we may have with technology which influence our perception of the world. I will now briefly 

look at Schutz and Idhe's ideas. 

In the cvcryday life-world we cannot anend to all that is occurring (or has occurred/has 

rhc potential to occur) within our immediate environment at any given time. Instead, we 

prioritize events bascd on personal relevance and temporal-spatial coordinates. That is, 

according to Schutz, we are most concerned with those sectors of the world which occupy the 

"here" and "now".11 The "here" includes elements within our immediate grasp; those 

things we can see md touch (as opposed to things we can see but not touch). Schutz calls this 

"the manipulatory zone" and describes it as constituting "the core of reality".12 Only 

within the manipulatory zone can the basic test of all reality, resistance, be administered. This 

thcor), of the prominence of the manipulatory zone concurs with the bodily activity - 

perception relationship in indicating the importance Schutz places on bodily-based 

cxpcriences. It is interesting to note that the manipulatory zone is part, along with things in 

our m g e  of view and scope of hearing, of what Schutz calls, 'We world within reach". What 
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is most striking about the composition of this "wodd" is its sensory foundation (things wc 

can see, touch, and hear). 

Relating to the primary role of the senses in constituting the core of reality is thc 

importance of bodily movement in interpreting time perspective. In his essay "On Multiplc 

Realities", Schutz notes that bodily movements are experienced on two timc plancs; cxtcmal 

and internal, or "duree"'. Awareness of external time (sometimes rcfcmd to by Schutz as 

'cosmic time') occurs due to measurable bodily movcmcnts in the outer world whereas 

manifestations of our stream of consciousness are catalysts to awareness of duret.13 What is 

most important here is Schutz's assertion that it is through our bodily movements that wc 

make the transition from duree' to cosmic timc. This is articulated by Schutz clscwhcrc when 

he notes that we experience our self as "a body tumcd to the outsidc" but "also as a body 

from within."14 Although we do not necessarily compartmentalize our inncr and outcr 

experiences, we may be aware of a division between events involving primarily onc or the 

other. 

Schutz's third, and perhaps most important concept indicating thc importance of the 

body in life-world activity, is that of the necessary embodiment of fcllow-mcn in 

communicating feeling, willing and thinking. Only through the body of a fellowman may his 

interior self be revealed to us (or "turned to the outside").15 This is not, howcvcr, meant to 

reduce available possibilities for interaction to polarized "mediatc or immcdiatc" situations. 

Instead, Schutz articulates gradations of immediacy ranging from a facc-to-fxc conversalion 

(where the highest number of signals are available) to telephone calls, exchangc of letters, or 

news delivered by a third person, all exhibiting a decreased number of symptoms.16 Schutz's 

attention to physical proximity in the constitution of relations with our contcmporarics has 

interesting implications when discussing new electronic media. I will rctum to this theme 

below. 

Our relationship to the world is, of course, never unmediated; our perceptions arc almost 

invariably filtered through a technology (even the clothing that covers our skin prcvents us 



from having an "unmediated" relationship with the world). Thus, when considering the role 

of perception, it is essential to consider how it might be changed due to technology. Don 

fdhe provides a useful schema for examining this. In Technology and the Life-World, Idhe 

classifies different types of relations we can have with the world based on the extent of our 

engagement with technology. Underlying his system is the contention that the body is the 

centre of all perception and even though bodily perception is structured in such a way that 

certain constraints are placed on perceivability, there is still a range of "ambiguous 

perceptual possibilities".17 That is, the relationships are not determined. It is important to 

notc that Idhe identifies two distinct forms of perception; micro-perception (sensory 

perccption) and macro-perception (what Idhe calls "cultural or hermeneutic perception").18 

There is a McLuhanesque gestalt relationship between these two forms in the sense that 

micropcrceptions are by necessity located within (and influenced by) the field of 

macropcrceptions, and macroperceptions depend on microperceptions for specific focus. 

The three categories of world relations Idhe suggests are embodiment relations, 

hermeneutic relations and alteriry relations. Embodiment relations are relations in which 

technology assumes a transparent mediating position between self and the world. (Idhe 

appears to translate "transparent" in both a figurative and literal sense, in the former instance 

refemng :o the "withdrawal" of the technology to the extent that we are unaware of it and 

the latter referring to the material condition of physically being able to see through it.) 

Transparency, according to Idhe, is not only a necessary condition of embodiment relations, 

hut also a driving desire in the users of technology ( we don't want to be aware of the 

technology). This transparency usually occurs after we have "learned" the technologies (or, 

as in the case of eyeglasses, for example, become familiar enough with them to the extent that 

our consciousness is not focused on them). The desire for technological transparency co- 

exists with a desire for the inc~ased power the technology makes available. ldhe notes the 

inescapable contradiction between the desires embedded in the technology and the very 

naturc of rhe technology; that is, its tmsformative effect. We may desire the transformation 
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eyeglasses allow (better vision) but want to be completely unaware of the g1;fiscs thcmsclves. 

Embodiment relations may be represented as 

(Human - Technology) --> World. 

In hermeneutic relations, as in embodiment relations, a technology resides bctween self 

and the world. The difference lies in our focal awareness of it; that is, we now direct our 

attention to the technology which serves as a device for world interpretation. An example of 

hermeneutic relations that Idhe uses is "reading" a thermometer. While sitting inside I may 

look out at my thermometer and note that it reports -10' Celsius, thus "know" that it is cold 

outside without having to directly experience it. The problem that may arise, or course, is a 

failure or malfunction in the instruments through which we interpret the world (such as in 

the case of Three-Mile Island). Hermeneutic relations obviously characterize a change in how 

we see the world (when compared to direct self - world relations) but they also may 

characterize what we see, by making the previously unseen visible. An example of this is 

heat-seeking sensors that visually represent isolated arcas warmer than the surrounding 

environment which are invisible to the unassisted eye. 

Idhe notes the possibility for confusion between perception (which we engage through 

embodiment and all other relations in our interaction with the life-world) and interpretation, 

as perception is itself interpretational. He says, "to perceive is already 'like' reading. Yet 

reading is also a specialized act that receives both further definition and elaboration ...".IY In 

a general sense, then, embodiment and hermeneutic relations are both interpretational, 

although in embodiment relations we experience the world through a technology and in 

hermeneutic relations we relate to a technology. There may, of course, be instances where 

both descriptors are valid. In such instances, however, the embodiment relations may bc 

manifest is a different way (such as if I wcre turning down my hearing aid and at that 

moment became aware of the volume controls). Hermeneutic relations can be exprcsscd as 
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I --> (technology - world). 

Thc third classification of technologically mediated world relations is alterity relations, 

relations to or with a technology. These relations are characterized by "technology as other" 

(or "quasi-other"). Lived examples of these relations are found in abundance when 

cxamining human-computer interaction. The most well-known example may be Joseph 

Weizerrbaurn's "Eliza" program which was designed as an experimental language analysis 

program. In the first experiment Eliza was given the "script" of a Rogerian psychotherapist; 

that is, designed to ask questions based on reflecting statements back to the user.20 The most 

surprising outcomc of the experiment for Weizenbaum was the extent to which people 

bccamc cmotionally involved with Eliza and "how unequivocally they anthropomorphized 

it".21 In The Second Self, Sherry Turkle cites several instances where she has observed 

computer-as-other relationships, giving examples such as video games and discussions about 

computers whcre descriptions such as "their creativity, their sensuality, their pain and 

plcasurc"22 wcrc uscd. Alterity relations can be represented as 

Human --> Technology - (World). 

Through the preceding brief examples of some of the elements necessary in the 

constitution of the lifc-world according to Schutz, namely the importance of the sensory- 

based manipulative zone, the role of the body in our interpretation of time and space, and the 

ncccssary embodiment of our fellowmen for mutual relations, I have indicated ways in which 

thc body is necessarily involved in our experience of the life-world. To complement and 

refine this. I havc reviewed Idhe's classification of relations we may have with the world based 

on how technology is employed in these relations, or, how technology may alter our 
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perception of the life-world. I will now turn to McLuhan's discussion of how our sensory 

arrangements - and thus perception - are affected by technology. 

The Body and Perception: McLuhan's Interpretation 

If one had to express McLuhan's "thematic", that is, the central concept around which 

all his other discussions revolve or to which all other discussions are related. it would be the 

notion of our sensory arrangement effecting how we perceive and interact with the world. In 

The Gutenberg Galaxy, McLuhan paraphrases Blake, saying "when sense ratios change, men 

change".23 McLuhan takes this a step further by adding that "sense ratios change when any 

one sense of bodily or mental function is externalized in technological thus 

contending, as I suggested earlier, that our relationships with technology influences how we 

see the world. McLuhan traces our perceptive evolution historically, marking each em with 

the introduction of a new technology. According to McLuhan, in tribal society wc employed 

each of our senses equally when perceiving the world, thus we maintained a sensory balance. 

This balance was the ideal state for human existence, because it allowed for the equal 

translation of all sense into each other. McLuhan defines this as "sensus communis", which, 

he says, "was the Latin definition of man in a healthy natural state, whcn physical and 

psychic energy were constant and distributed in a balanced way to all sense areas."25 This 

balance was disturbed by the introduction of the phonetic alphabet, because emphasis was 

suddenly placed on sight when we began reading. McLuhan clearly distinguishes between the 

phonetic alphabet, which "uses semantically meaningless letters to correspond to 

semantically meaningless sounds" and earlier iconic-based systems which were slill "an 

extension of the senses in that they gave pictorial expression to reality."26 McLuhan saw this 

to have profound implications; in The Gutenberg Galaxy he says "no other kind of writing 

save the phonetic alphabet has ever translated man out of the possessive world of lotal 

interdependence and interrelation that is the auditory network."27 He explicates this point 

by pointing to the Romans and the sense of linearity and homogeneity that extended into 
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both the military and civic sphere as manifest in arches, enclosed visual space, and the mass 

producing "citizns, statuary, and books".28 The new emphasis on sight and the consequent 

reduced importance of the other sense created what McLuhan later referred to as "the print 

made split between head and heart". 

A more drastic sensory dislocation took place in the sixteenth century with the 

introduction of movable type by Johannes Gutenberg. Although McLuhan acknowledges 

that the phonetic alphabet was an "indispensable prelude"29 to movable type, the magnitude 

of changes wrought by the latter were far greater then the effects of the former. These 

changes were the product of what McLuhan called a "frontier age" that began to see the 

dissolution of the entrenched manuscript culture and at the same time witness the effects of 

the new technology, namely, repeatability and quantification. This "extreme phase of 

manuscript culture" thus was, according to McLuhan, a catalyst of a wide range of meta- 

changes which included but were not limited to nationalism, the Reformation, the whole 

concept of causality, Cartesian and Newtonian concepts of the universe and perspectivism. 

The third phase of technological innovation (and sensory alteration) was heralded by the 

invention of the telegraph and continued by other innovations in electronic technology 

culminating with the computer. This new technology allowed for instantaneous information 

transmission which led to a global state of simultaneous interaction, and comprises what 

Arthur Kroker, writing on McLuhan, called "the technostructure ... the lens through which we 

cxperience thc world and... the 'anxious object' with which human experience has become 

imperceptibly, almost subliminally merged."30 Again, implications of this shift were fx-  

reaching. Instead of further alienating us from the sensus communis, however, electronic 

tcchnologics rctumcd us to our blissful tribal existence, this time the entire globe becoming 

the tribe. Living in our new-found instantaneous tribal awareness meant the return to non- 

linearity and all which that implied, but also caused "acceleration and disr~ption".~~ A by- 

product of this acceleration was the end of space as the main factor in the orchestration of 

social amngements, which caused a disruption in social relations as people tried to adapt oid 



forms of relating to the new environment. 'Television was tlre predominant technology 

responsible for reversing visual supremacy because it involved tactility through an in-depth 

involvement with the screen. That is, because the resolution of thc television imagc is low. &e 

viewer is forced to fill in the missing information which necessarily invohed behaving as i f  

we were "handling or touching the image ... using [our] eyes as hands".32 (One could 

assume that McLuhm would =vise this assessment had he lived to see the introduction of 

High Definition Television.) It is possible that tactility, in this instance, is gszd syrlcsrhctically 

by McLuhan to describe the intelplay between the transmission of the image and the vicwcr. 

Synesthesia is a key term McLuhan adopts in his discussion of the impact of tcchnology on 

sensory arrangement. It refers to "the splashing over of impressions from one sense modality 

to another".33 In an astutely prophetic explanation of how TV could be tactilc in 

Understandirzg Media, McLuhan notes the use of closed-circuit TV by medical schools for 

instruction in surgery. McLuhan reported that the students cxpcricnccd the feeling of 

performing the surgery as opposed to watching it. 

The key characteristic of the electronic age for McLuhan is its simultaneous nature which 

leads to the sensation that we are many places at the samc time (we can "witness' ..ie cvcnls 

in Vietnam through television as easily as we can talk to our next door neighbur). Then: is 

an interesting parallel between McLuhan's simultaneity and Schutz's notion of the polcnlial 

to experience two realms of meaning at the samc time. Schutz notcs thal when we engage in 

experiences removed from the everyday life-world, (like dreams) the only wdy we can 

express the experience to others is symbolically (i.e., thr0ugj.r speech). The act of expressing 

an alternate reality from the vantage point of the everyday lifc world creates thc simultancous 

e ~ p e r i e n c e . ~ ~  This provides a slightly different perspective from McLuhan, whose 

simultaneity occurs at the moment of our disembodied transmission via television. 

The hypemlic and metaphorical discussion of television has wrought much criticism 

from people such as Jonathan Miller, who wrote "contrary to what McLuhan asserts, TV is 

strikingly visud and the images which it presents are curiously dissociated from a11 the other 
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~enses",3~ and Donald Theall, who criticized McLuhan for neglecting discussion of the 

dynamic interplay between the viewer and the TV set, bth when television is being watched 

and created.36 Theall's criticism comes close to articulating thz weakness in McLuhan's 

observations that concern the discussion at hand, that is, the issue of interactivity, which will 

be discussed in detail when I examine McLuhan's concept of the "global village". It should 

k noted that even in his earlier writing, when he tended to be more optimistic, McLuhan saw 

a disruptive aspcct to this new, albeit "balanced" sensory arrangement, evidenced through 

the demise of a sense of localism. For example, appearing on TV, according the McLuhan 

(who might well have been speaking from personal experience) disconnected one from one's 

peers and community. 

Another icon for McLuhan's electronic age is the computer, into which we have 

succeeded in "translating our central nerqous system".37 In his earlier writing McLuhan 

dcscribcs the computerized person as wearing "his brain outside his skull and his nervous 

system on top of his skin"38 and the electronic world as "the final phase of the extension of 

man - the technological simulation of consciousness, when the creative process of knowing 

will bc collectively and corporately extended to the whole of human ~ociety".~g 

This description has been enthusiastically adopted as a slogan for the age of cyberspace 

by virtual reality enthusiasts (see Mondo 2000, Issue 2, Summer, 1990). This complete 

outering of inner consciousness into a state of global harmony and awareness is McLuhan's 

ulopic vision of the return to our tribal roots, a new tribal nature that surpasses even our 

hislorical tribal nature Juxtaposing this, however, is McLuhan's later, distopic assessment of 

the implications of this all-at-onceness. Whereas in his earlier work McLuhan saw the return 

to our tribal nature as decidedly ideal, he later assesses this return as "retrogressing ... into thc 

heart of tribal darkness"40 indicating that perhaps the new technologically structured 

sensorium is unable to replace the mediated world of tribal existence. 

In The Global Village McLuhan re-assesses the effects of speed, both the speed of change 

along thc historical continuum bringing about the innovation of computer technology and 
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the speed at which we engage in multiple experiences, observing that perhaps wc have not had 

enough time to adjust to the new temporal-spatial configurations in which we am forced to 

live. In the darkest assessment McLuhan wonders if the amount of information presented to 

us might not result in schizophrenia (the loss of contact with the environment) with our 

bodicts in one place but our minds lost in the electronic void41 This bifurcation could he 

seer. as the inevitable product or the logical extension of the binary nature of the cornputcr. 

that is, its ability to deal only with "yes" and "no".42 

This brief summary of McLuhan's central thesis highlights the effect our sensory 

arrangement has on both forms of knowledge and perception. The ro!c of the body in 

interpreting our world is the first site of intersection bctwecn McEuhan anti phcnomcnology. 

McLuhan's historical review of events that have altered our sensory balance focuses on the 

introduction of new technologies, thus incorporating technology as a factor in shifting world 

views. This intersects with Idhe's basic assertion that different kinds of mlationships with 

tech logy  inf uence our world perspective. Idhe, however, develops a schema refining these 

relationships and provides insights into the implications of them. Then: is a complementary 

relationship between McLuhan, Schutz and Idhe, the former using "probes" and an 

aphoristic style combined with disparate facts taken from history and literature to driw our 

attention to an environment so connected to who and what we are that we oftcn overlook it, 

and the latter providing a rigorous framework for examining how we understand our world 

and the role that technology plays in influencing our perception, and thus understanding. I 

will now apply McLuhul, Schutz and Idhe's concepts of the primary role of the body in 

reality apprehensicln to a discussion of virtual reality technology. 

The Body in Virtual Reality 

Manifestations of synesthetic representations of the world through technology (such as 

artists tools) dates back to the Romantics who associated music and painting, and can be 

found in many areas of artistic expression Examples include the Futurists, who assigned 
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musical qualities tc? cotours and constructed a chromatic piano that flashed coloured lights 

determined by thc keyboard sequences, and Carlo Cam's 191 1 painting "What the Streetcar 

Said to Me" which was an attempt to visually represent sound.43 The electronic age and 

concomitant technologies like the computer, lend themselves to synesthetic expression 

through their ability to represent data in multiple forms and translate this data from one form 

:Q another. The field of "multi-media" grew out of the desire for an enhanced 

undcrstanding of a subject through multi-perspectival representation (for example reading a 

musical score on a computer screen then hearing the piece performed). Computer-aided 

syncsthetic representation has only been fully realized, however, with the introduction of 

virtual reality technology. it is this aspect of the technology that is most easily lauded as 

"evidencc" of a contemporary realization of McLvhan's vision. Before we examine this, and 

other rclated perceptual attributes of VR, however, I will apply Idhe's classification system to 

VR. 

Classifying single-purpose technologies is a straightforward task because of the usually 

unambiguous and unaltering applications they are put to. As technologies get more complex, 

howcvcr, thc range of possible (often diverse) applications increase, making an accurate 

gcncral classification impossible. But instead of the complexity of VR rendering Idhe's 

systcm ineffective, we can, in a McLuhanesque fashion, juxtapose different aspects of the 

technology agaimt each other to see how they engage us ancl our sensory apparatus 

diffcrcnlly. We must first distinguish between two aspects of the technology which may 

cncouragc vcry Qiffcrent sets of relations - the hardware (the actual machine) and the 

applications (the wide range of programs supported by the hardware varying in content and 

purpose). On first consideration, thinking of a flight simulation application, we could classify 

our rclariortship to VR as hermeneutic; we are using the technology to understand changes in 

our (simulated) flight environment. The key word is this example, however, is simulated, 

reminding us that we are in fact not reading the changes in air pressure and velocity as we 

navigate through the computer-generated flight paths, but instead we are reading a computer 
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representatlcil of them, or, a visually embodied representation of a conccpt. Wc arrc cngagcd 

in "reading" or interpreting the actual VR technology. This is no; to say, however, that there 

ape 3ot instances when we may be engaged in hemeneutic relations. If wc were traversing 

through virtual space and wanted "signposts", thus programmed an x-y axis into our virtual 

world we would be using the technology to interpret an aspect of our virtual environment - 

space - thus engaging in herrnencutic relations. The difference between these examplcs may 

appear a matter of semantics - a technology or the reprcscntation of a technology - but in 

3re case of VK ir distinguishes between hemeneutic and non-hcrmcneutic rcilaiions. 

Again, turning to the applications level of the technology, we can find cxarnplcs of 

alterity relations in "virtual personalities". Sherry Turklc attributes the fascination many of 

us have with computers to L!eir "seeming ability to model or  reflect qualities of mind that 

humans associate with intent i~nal i ty" .~~ If people anthrcpomorphizcd an ascii-bascd 'Eliza', 

the potential relations with a "living", walking embodied Eliza would bc staggering. This is 

both an aspect of VR that the media have exploited (i.e,, in articles like Howard Rcingold's 

"Teledildonics" [virtual sex]) and that has received the most criticism from cautious 

observers manifest through wnat Meredith Bricken calls "fear of confusion" (not being ablc 

to distinguish between virtual and physicd kings)  and "fear of ahandonmcnt" ("what i f  

VR is so compelling that people don't want to come out, who will mind Altcrity 

relstions may lead to the realization of what McLuhan calls, "Narcissus as Narcosis", an 

expression derived from the story of the mythic youth who mistook his own reflection in the 

water for another gex-son, his image numbing his perception until he became the 

"servomechmism of his own extended imageW.46 The challenge of building virtual worlds 

necessarily leads to a high level of user involvement, even when constructing thc most basic 

worlds. Allequere Stone identifies ~ w o  roles compuier scientists engage in when constructing 

virtual worlds: the modeling of cognition (the representation of information in a generally 

recognizable and meaningful form) m d  the modelling of community.47 Because we 

"inhabit" computer-genetated worlds, programmers exert care in articulating assumptions 



about human interaction and how these assumptions should be manifest in the ceding of 

cyberspace. The "feai of abandonment" mentioned above may become real for 

programmers infatuated with their virtual creation or for non-prograrnmc,~ who prefer the 

control they can assert in the virtual worlds to the lack of control often experienced in real- 

world situations. 

If VR is seen as the evolution of interface to a level where it is rendered invisible to the 

user, thcn it  most definitely engages us in embodiment relations. Creating an environment 

where the user is unaware of the technical apparatus and able to slip into a convincing 

"virtual Vicnna", for example, is one of the goals motivating VR development. This 

pcrsjxctive employs an aspect of the technology that is different from the previous two 

examples - hardware. It is at the hardware level then, that we can classify VR as engaging us 

in embodiment relations. It is also at this level that we must note the potential for an alteration 

of our sensory awareness. Hermeneutic and alterity relations both alter our world view, the 

former literally, by making the unseen seen, and the latter psychologically, by bri~izing the 

computer into the realm of "relations to" in the life-world. Embodiment relations also 

amplify (or in McLuhan's terminology, extend) our senses. In VR we can tacitly experience 

exact simulations of things that previously would have been impossible; see things that 

previously were too small to see; hear things that were previously too far away to hear. Just as 

using a telephone extends one sense in an embodiment relation, VR extends many. This does 

not mean, however, t'lat sensory arrangement necessarily changes. If we take for granted that 

VR extends all senses equally in high definition, our sensory balance remains while we move 

into anothcr cra of communicative possibilities. If considered within the framework of the 

specific relations we may have within virtual reality suggested by Idhe, we may note that 

hetmeneutic and alterity relations involve the directing of our consciousness toward a 

technology, in the first instance as a way of interpreting the world and in the second instance 

as something we interact with as "other" or "quasi-other". Henneneutic relations involve 

mediation, dterity involves incorporation. Neither one, however, alters our sensory balance. 
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Embodiment relations, however, engage us by rramforming one or more of our F~ESCS, or, in 

McLuhan's terminology, by extending our senses. Again, however, the truly revolutionary 

aspect of virtual reality may lie in its ability to extend all senses, in balance, a~tualizing 

McLuhan's "global village". 

Our Extended Selves - Bur Disembodied Selves 

Throughout our history as social beings engaged in communicative practiscs we have 

been compelled to exiend our range of communication beyond our immediate environment 

(through space) and preserve our communications for further reference (thus extending them 

through time). In his article "Human Replay: A Theory of the Evolution of Media" Paul 

Levinson articulates this impulse as part of a three-staged process in the dcvelopmcnt of 

communication technologies. In the first stage our comrnunica:ive practises were restricted by 

physical limitations of the "here" and "now" as well as the limitations of our memories. 

Discontentment with this motivated the move to the second stage where we developed 

mechanisms to overcome physical limitations but sacrificed the pre-technological hcc-to- 

face communicative environment. This brought us to the third stage where we wcic niotivatcd 

to both extefid our communicative space and retrieve elements from our prc-technological 

communicative stage.48 S. Tachi et al. agree. In "Development of an Anthropomorphic 

Tele-existence Slave Robot" [I9891 they wrote: "It has long been a desire of human beings 

to project themsehes in the remote environment, i.e., to have a sensation of king prcscnt or 

exist in a different place other than the place that they really exist at the same time".49 

Michael Hiem suggests Lhat evidence of our evolutioz can be found in advances rnadc in 

storing and retrieving k&ormdon, which also implies technological devclopmcnt for an 

increase in power, although in a more subtle way.50 Recent developments in electronic 

conferencing such as two-way video conferencing via satellite and + tua l  reality tech~ology 

indicate we are indeed striving to ''extend and retrieve" our communicative practises. 



Extending our bodies - or digital reproductions of them - through space, however, lead; to a 

differcr,: set of issues surrounding our concept of "self' as well as "other" with whom we 

are communicating. The second point of intersection between McLuhan and phenomenology 

within our discussion of the body then, focuses on McLuhan's contention that "all of man's 

artifacts of janguage, of laws, or' ideas are extensions of the human body"51 and the 

phenomenological concept of disembodiment expressed by Drew Leder. Virtual reality will 

he discussed in thc context of these ideas. 

MeI.uhan's Extensions 

In the preceding section I examined McLuhan's suggestion that every new technology 

outers and extends one of our senses, thereby disrupting our sense ratio and the way we 

perccivc the world. f will now focus on the nature of the extensions themselves and their 

mc~aphorical affiliation with the body. 

According to McLuhan, all technologies arc extensions of a biological human function, 

"autered" in ordcr to increast power (as in Idhe's embotlimcnt relations, for example). The 

"whecl as an extcnsion of the foot" or "clothing as an extenshn of skin" are metaqhorical 

cxamplcs McLuhan uses to both illustrate the bodily function which the given technology 

cxtcnds and also to emphasize tfie transformative nature of the technologies. The wheel, for 

example, is only "like" a foot in tha: they can both be used, in conjunction with other 

tcchno!ogies or processes, as a mode of transportation. Tine wheel, howe\ er, has the potential 

to radically enlarge the range of spatial familiarity and effect movement of goods. Stephen 

Kcm provides a good example of this commenting on the effects the bicycle had once it 

becarnc widely available. He notes that it was four times faskr than walking and that it 

quickened the perceptive faculties of young people. Kern quotes Paul Adams who wrote that 

thc bicjcic created a "cult of speed" for a generation ~ a ;  wanted to "conquer time and 

space."" Aside from transformation through an increase in power brought about by 

technologies, extensions. as discussed in tAe previous section, atso alter the sense ratio by 
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stressing one function over all others. Even pre-alphabetic speech as an extcnsion of thought 

is not exempt from disruptive consequences as McLuhan notes that it  "intcrmpted that 

sharing of a unified, collective consciousness, experienced by pre-verbal manW.53 It is 

interesting to juxtapose McLuhan's extension probes with Baudrillard's inverted thesis of 

internalization. Instead of exteriorizing human functioning, Baudrillard contends that we 

internalize media and thus "become terminals within media systems".54 Thc idea of 

extending self into the environment via mechanical apparati is closely linked to thc 

phenomcnologist's concept of externalization in thc sense of power, the powcr in thc latter 

concept derived from the projection of our own meaning into reality. 

McLuhan's "hot" and "cool" media classification systcm is derivcd from considering 

the effects of imbalance among extensions. A "hot" medium extends one single scnsc in 

high definition (McLuhan defines "high definition" as being "wctl fillcd with data") and 

encourages passivity among participants because they receive all the necessary sensory 

information thus do not need to engage in constructing it - filling in the gaps - thcmsclves. 

A "cool" medium, however, provides little information, forcing the user to become a 

participmt and fill in the missing information. Hot media, then, are low in participation and 

cool media are high in participation. 

McLuhan distinguishes between "early" extensions, like words or print, and latcr 

extensions like electronic technology, the former being closed systems, incapable of 

interplay, or synesthetic interaction and the latter being "open" and simultaneous, thus 

conducive to iranslation between senses. This interaction - or pctential interaction - bctwccn 

extensions is an essential part of the evolution of new media like computers, which are the 

"final extension", that is, an extension of consciousness. One product of McLuhan's 

discussion of the computer as rn extension is his consideration of the nccessiiy of 

"feedback", which may imply interactivity . McLuhan contends that the computer only exists 

as an extensiofi by virtue of this function, implying that pehaps we, as users of computer 

technology, at whom the feedback is directed, are also part of the evolutionary process of new 
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media, a role supposedly relegated to other extensions. It is interesting to consider the 

implications of self as an extension, which implies the absence of a referent (we are that which 

is being extended in McLuhan's discussion of media), something Baudrillad has written on 

cxtcnsively. I will return to this idea in chapter four. McLuhan's functional definition of 

"fccdback", howcver, is unclear. If he is using it to refer to a technique of system adjustment 

designed to improve a specific performance and not involving reciprocity,55 for example, 

then our relationship to computers is similar to our relationship to television or any other 

electronic medium; that is, not truely interactive. It is interesting to nDte that McLuhan sees 

our technological extensions as both our primary area of evolution and that which influences 

our evolutionary path. 

The development of extcnsions was a necessary step in our evolution, yielding advantages 

including energy conservation (they have no need for nourishment), easy storage and 

cxchangability (allowing us to move from specialism to play many roles) and communal 

access.5h The characteristics cited above are implicitly in contrast to the pre-technological 

body which, due to inefficient energy use and transportation mechanisms as well as specialist 

tendencies, would have been disadvantaged and unsuited for survival. This creates a paradox 

between the positive transformative nature of extensions and the disruptive reconfiguration of 

the sensorium due to shifts in the hierarchy of senses. The ideal situation for McLuhan then 

is thc balanced extension of kinesthetic awareness with reality apprehension occumng evenly 

through all sensory channels. 

McLuhan continues his bodily-hascd technology metaphor in a discussion of adaptive 

strategies that occur with the introduction of new technologies. As a sensory organ is 

cxtcndcd into !he environment, it is simultaneously "amputated" or "numbed" to lessen the 

intensity of shock to the organism (society) allowing it time to adapt, or, as McLuhan says, 

"to effect immediate relief of strain of the central nervous system".57 Schutz also uses the 

term "shock" to refer to that which compels us to move from the paramount reaiity to 

mother province of meaning mch as falling asleep or having a religious e~~erience.58 It is in 
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this way that new technologies are at first invisible (and rcmain so until the intmcluction of 

another technology). McLuhan's assertion that only through retmspcction can new 

technologies be und~,rstood is articulated in the "rear view mirror" rnctaphor: we only see 

what is behind us as we move forward. It is interesting to note that McLuhan saw thc 

metaphorical amputation as occuring like a "huge, collective surgery carried ollt on thc 

social body with complete disregard for  antiseptic^".^^ 

Taking the amputation metaphor a step further, McLuhan appropriates anothcr medical 

term, "phantom pain", to refer to the mass remorse that occurs when a technology 

obsolesces. The term refers to a medical phenomenon first noted by Weir Mitchell, a 

phjlsician working with amputees after the American Civil War. Mitchcll noticed that the 

amputees developed (or retained) an internal mental model of the shape ailid characteristics of 

the injured body part as it was before the injury. Later, Henry Head callcd the phenomenon 

"body image" and noted that articulation of the size and shape of the missing limbs was not 

constant, but in fact varied according to things like self confidence and self imagc. This 

created an interesting correlation between the "ego" (concept of sclP) and thc body, 

suggesting a cohesion of the two where previously they wcre generally bclicvcd to bc distinct. 

The "phantom limbs", as Mitchell called them, were the site of sensations such as pain and 

i t c h i ~ g . ~ ~  Schutz also cited the "phantom pain" phenomenon, but to cmphasizc that our 

actual bodily awareness (body image) is, to a degree, learned, thus variablc and rnodil iabl~.~~ 

The idea that our technologies extend and amplify bodily-based functions and processes 

is not a new one as the metaphor helps us understand our relationship to technology and 

articulate implications of that relationship. Leder notes that the livcd body constantly 

transfonns itself by acquiring new skills and habits and uses "tools and machines" to 

supplement itself through "annexing artificial ~rgans".~2 Tke idea that the tdcphonc 

"extends" us (our voice) through space alludes to realignments in our spatial awareness 

(such as a -perceived "shrinking" world), changes in tempral structures (duc to thc 

expectation that things be done faster and, as Stephen Kern notes, the increased imminence 
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and irnporlrtnce of the immediate future63) and changing concepts of the importance of 

physical presence in communicative situations. In McLuhan's simultaneous tkctronic 

environment we an: euerywherc all ai once; when using the telephone, "the sender is sent, 

minus a body". But being everywhere all at once implies we are nowhere in particular. Thus, 

McLuhan notes that electronic technology "turns the user into discarnate information." If 

we are able to extend a representation of our being through space, as VR technology 

promiscs to allow us to do, have we reached the epitome of disembodiment? I will discuss VR 

in the context of McLuhan's extensions but first refer to the phenomenological idea of 

discmbodiment as it relates to McLuhan's extensions. 

Phenomenological Disernbodiment 

Disembodiment is defined as, "to be divest of a body, of corporal existence or of 

reality" (Wcbster's Dictionary). With the identification of the b d y  in the 17th century as a 

physical objcct conducive to scientific description like all other physical objects, the division 

between the scientific/body and humanistic/mind was easily made. Once divided, the 

metaphorical spatial separation set up conditions for the acceptance of a physical separation 

bctwccn h e  body and consciousness, such as those that occur with electronic technology. 

As noted above, McLuhan provides examples of the disembodying characteristics of 

clcclronic tcchnology, classifying them as "effects" of extending ourselves through space. 

In these instances technology assumes a mediating role between self and environment, a role, 

as Dan ldhe notes, that can range from k ing  transparent to overtly transformative, and allows 

us to bc represented without being "there". By divesting us of the need for a body in 

relaying information, electronic technology creates the allusion of mind supremacy, a fallacy, 

I will argue later, rooted in the lack of attention given to how we receive and understand 

information. 

Technology alone has not accenmated the possibility of a mind-body separation. In 

Technology as Syrnpmm and Dream Robert Romanyshn focuses on the advent of linear 



perspective and its attendant consequences like the spatialization of time and the ncccssary 

distancing of self from "the midst of things".64 According to Romanyshn a necessary 

condition for perspectivism is the construction of a window to servc as a boundary bctwccn 

the perceiver and the perceived. This separation encourages the withdrawal of the spectator 

from the world and alienation from its sensual qualities. 

In McLuhan's discussion of the coping strategies society engagcs in when new 

technologies are introduced (amputation), he focuses on the idea of thc body, or parts of it, as 

absent, removed from the sensory-interpretive base it usually enjoys when perceiving the 

world. This numbing is functionally similar to two strategies necessary for existing in the 

physical world outlined by Drew Leder: focal disappearances and background 

disappearances. These "deficient modes" are juxtaposed with our "ecstatic" involvcment in 

the world to create what Leder calls "the radical paradox of the present - abscnt body".65 I 

will examine focal and background disappearances in the context of McLuhan's thoughts on 

"amputation", but first it is Recessary to review the mechanisms we employ for affirming 

bodily presence. 

As noted earlier, Schutz implies the centrality of visceral cxpcriencc in reality 

apprehension through the idea of tile "manipulatory zone", through the ability we have to 

move from internal to external awareness of time through bodily movements, and through 

the importance of the embodiment of our fellowmen in world relations. Lcdcr adds supporl 

to this argument by suggesting four examples of ways in which the body is present, giving 

rise to the idea of the 'kcstatic body", the body which stands out ir, its operations and 

stance, projecthg outward from its place of origin.66 He reiterates thc phenomcnclogical 

constant that the body is the centre point through which all experience takes place (LC., I 

experience myself as situated "here"); that the W y  is defined through "actional fields" 

(things within reach); that the body is always a field of lived sensations and kinesthetic 

awareness; and that we are able to engage in multiple modes of self-observation mediated 

through, for example, mirror's md photogmphs, or the gaze of othcrs.67 T ~ C  assumption of 
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bodily prcscncc supported by the very nature of our interaction with the world can be 

canrrasted with instances, like McLuhm's amputative state, when we are phenomenologically 

"absent". 

Thc first self-concealment strategy Leder identifies refers tc "the self-effacement of 

bodily organs when they form the focal origin of a perceptual or actional fieldW.6* That is, a 

sensory organ will tend to disappear from thematic awareness and become transparent at the 

moment of its use (for example, the eye is invisible within the perceptual field it generates; I 

do not smcll my nasal tissue, hear my ear or taste my taste buds, but perceive through them). 

Lcdcr calls these focal disappearance "intrinsic to the perspectival nature of 

di~cmbodimcnt".~g The second self-concealment strategy refers to unused sensory capacities 

that ~ c c d e  from awareness, not because they are focal points (as with focal disappearances) 

but kccausc they are not bodily foci. These bodily processes may be either relegated to a 

supportive role or put out of play but are essential to the working gestalt of the body. As 

noted in the introduction, background disappearances are essential to our ability to function 

in h c  lifc-world, as if complete awareness of our physiological - sensory motor processes was 

rcquircd thc amaunt of information to process would render us immobile. 

Both McLuhan and Leder have articulated the duality implied by our very existence as 

carnal kings; that we are rooted in the physical but often unaware of the very anatomical 

functioning that allows for perception. Both strategies are motivated by a survival instinct 

(without the ampulory reflex, according to McLuhan, we would not be able to survive the 

"shock" of a new technology on the societal system, and if our sensory organs did riot 

rcccdc in timcs of use or when fulfilling a supportive role, according to Leder, we would be 

overloaded with information and unable to process enough to function) and both explicitly 

sckrtnwlcdge a counter-state to bodily presence (its functional absence). This issue of 

intcntionidi ty is also common between McLuhan and the phenorncnologists in that in both 

instances the amputation or disappearances occur as an unconscious, instinctual 

phenomenon. 
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McLuhan contends that a condition for disembdiment is a perceived spatial distance 

between our physical being and our consciousness (or manifestations of it) as evidenced, for 

example, in electronic technology which "creates the discarnate being of electric man who 

has no body". A problematic aspect of McLuhan9s "extensions as disembodying" pmbcs is 

his 'lack of distinction between the extensions of a bodily hnction (i.e., speech, via thc 

telephone) and the transmission and reassembling of digital information (video confercncing 

via satellite) which is disembodying due only to its simultaneous nature (as opposed to the 

phone which is disembodying through its very nature as an extendor). Thc distinction hcre is 

important if we are to anderstand the properties McLutim deems necessary for disembodictd 

situations. McLuhan dso neglects to consider the dual nature of technologies as separating 

the body from physical experiences in the world but also reaffirming the primacy of the 

body through its role in interpreting information bronghitlo us through technologies (we 

hear the interlocutor talking on the phone through our ear). These concerns will now bc 

addressed in the context of extension - disembodimcnt and virtual reality tcchnoiogy. 

The Search for a Virtual Body 

When applied to communications technology, the issue of disembodiment is often 

regarded as an obvious attendant property of the technology, sometimes liberating, more 

often alienating. The term itself has become a buzz-word in post-modem jargon and a stylish 

notion that theorisis have adopted in attempts to incorporate the issues surrounding the 

personal into discussions of the highly impersonal, that is, the technological. Likc the plight 

of many other post-modem phrases, however, the notion of disembodiment often does more 

to alienate the "personal" from the discussion because of the imprecision with which the 

tern is used. It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to find a comprehensiuc definition 

that outlines the properties necessary for disembvdirnent. How, then, do wc decide whcn we 

are disembodied? Throughout his work, McLuhan notes that the telephone, television, satellite 

and computer have made us discarnate beings with numerous representations of o u ~ l v c s  
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scattered through space. McLuhan, through frequent references and allusions to the 

disembodying effects of modern communications technology and through his extension - 

amputation paradigm, acknowledges that there are consequences but does not enm2ge in any 

comprchcnsivc discourse about the issue of disembodiment itself. More fundamentally, his 

very classification of users of electronic technology as "discarnate beings" overlooks the 

necessary role of the body as the iocsls of synesthetic interpretatior,. Before I can apply 

McLuhan's "theory" of disernbodiment to VR technology, I will need to intersect it with 

phcnomcnological insights concerning the primacy of the body in reality apprehension. This 

will highlight what I see as a disembodying - re-embodying paradox present in electronic 

technologies. I will then apply McLuhan's extension - amputation paradigm to the 

lcchnology and use the discussion as a catalyst to examine issues sf representation. 

Although McLuhan makes frequent reference to the idea of disembodiment, he neglects 

ro provide a comprehensive definition of the term and leaves one wondering if perhaps any 

"outcring" of our consciousness, speech included, implies a disembodied state. The 

definition, "being divest of a body", begs the question, "what is divest?" The logical 

assumption is that our mind or spirit is divest, thus existing independently. As we cannot 

physically demonstrate a separation of the mind from the body we must rely on symbolic or 

other manifestations of our mind leaving our body. One way in which we share thought 

processes with the external world is through speech. When speaking, then, our mind is 

symblicaIly leaving our body. Is this not disembodiment? One could say that as our voice is 

most cenainly rooted in the physical W y ,  void of technological intervention in its natural 

statc, it docs not lcad to disembodirnent. Does this change when the technology of language 

is cmployed? Is the sound of one's voice echoing off a distant cliff disembodying? It seems 

evident that even basic communicated expressions of self codd be seen as disembodying, but 

instead of succumbing to the desire fgr a lexically precise definition that leaves no room for 

rcasonablc intcrgntation, I will suggest that disembodiment occurs in degrees ranging from 

the totally embodied, nor,-communicative and unextended self to the dead body (death being 
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the only absolute form of disembodiment). that it is unavoidable to some extent in m y  

communicative instance, and that it is so natural to us that we are seldom aware of king 

divest of a body, even in extreme instances. I will briefly turn to Schutz to illustrate the notion 

of gradations of disembodiment. 

According to Schutz, the face-to-face situation allows us to engage in "irnmediatc" 

relations with our fellowmen, relations where the greatest number of symptoms an: availlablc 

for exchange. It is interesting to note that the properties of this communicative cnvironmcnt, 

the spoken word in the immediate "here" and "now" , basically constiiuie conditions 

necessary for McLuhari's orality. It would follow, then, that when technological supports arc 

incorporated into the communicative e n v i r ~ ~ e n t ,  the idyllic immediate situation is distorted 

to an extent that depends on the nature of the technology cmployed. Schutz calls this 

"reductions in the gradations of immediacy" and provides examples of communicative 

media or techniques like letter writing or using the phone to show how by reducing h e  

number of symptoms it is possible to change the nature of the communicativc cxperiencc. 

There are obvious parallels between Schutz's argument and the large body of literalurc Lhat 

focuses on the transformations that took place when writing was introduced into oral sociciics, 

a discussion pioneered by Harold Innis and supported by Eric Havelock, Waltcr Ong and, 

most importantly to this discussion, McLuhan. This is important to note because it is my 

conte~tion that once we employed technologies or practices which allowed us to 

communicate beyond the "here", and to a lesser extent "now", we began to encourage a 

more serious scparation of our bodies from representations of consciousness, or mind. 

McLuhan explicitly drew his arbitrary line separating the disembodying technologics 

from non-disembodying ones between the mechanical and electronic cpchcs. When we 

examine the two major differences between mechanical and electronic technology wc can 

illuminate the properties necessary fcr McLuhan's definition. They include the simultaneity 

of information exchange due to an increase in speed and the extension through space of one 

sense at the cost of the others. This instantaneous extcnsion of our senses through space 
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constitutes the conditions McLuhan sees necessary for disembodiment. Before I apply this to 

virtual reality, I must note the oversight in Mcluhan's implied definition. Although when 

using the tdephone, for example, our ability to hear is extended and amplified, it still relies 

on the very carnal nature of our ears, just as seeing the images on t3e television screen relies 

on our eyes, that is, senses rooted in the body. Granted Mchhaa refers to ?he disembodied 

sender as opposed to the receiver, but as we are all constantly er~gaged in the simultaneous 

infonnation environment the distinction becomes problematic. What is most importmt here, 

howcvcr, is an acknowledgment of the role of sur senses as the ordy cbmels  thmugh which 

our world can be interpreted. 

As noted above, McLuhan contends that when one or more senses are extended a 

disruption in the natural sensory balance occurs, alienating us from our bodies. He does not, 

however, differentiate between the extension component md the sensory component, but 

insicad notes the combination of the two. One could then assume that when perceiving the 

world in our idyllic, unextended state* we are necessarily receiving k3ormation in balance 

thus rcmaining embodied. It also follows that in instances where all senses are extended 

cqually, we would remain fully embodied. This is precisely the case with \'R technology; 

since VR ailows for the extension of all our sensory apparatus in balance we enjoy what 

McLuharr refers to as "the translation of [our] central nervous systen; into electronic 

circuitry ... Lhr: outering (of] consciousness into the cornp~ter*'.~0 It can also be seen as the 

final stage in Paul Levinson's three-staged process in the development of communication 

icchnology; the extension of our commur~icative space and retrieval of elements from o u  

pre-technological communicative past. It is in this sense that MC is embodying. As mentioned 

carlier, unless we are dead we are grounded in our bodies through our very nature as carnal 

kings. Schut? notes that this is true even in fantasies, where although we may imagine 

oursclvcs as a giant or a dwarf, "freedom of discretion has its barrier at the primordial 

experience of the boundaries of [our] body.71 Although this is fundamentally true in VR, the 

illusion of changing body size may be completely convincing due to the ability to scale the 
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surrounding environment pmportionately. Beyond size, Jaron Lanier notes that some users in 

virtual worlds elect to modify their actual body struc2ure by, for example, adding a third leg. 

Most users are quick to adapt to the extra appendage. developing mechanisms by which they 

control its function and movement.72 There are obvious medical application to this, such as 

allowing a paraplegic to "walk" in VR. In this seme the technology encourages us so go 

beyond Schutz's boundary. 

Recalling the lexical definition of disembodiment, "to be divest of a body, of a corporal 

existence or of reality", the question to ask might not be who is disembociied in VR, but what 

is disembodied in VR, drawing our attention to the name of the digitally encoded, simularcd 

worlds and the levelling process that occurs when we enter them, represented as digitally 

encoded information. Perhaps the very nature of this completely synthetic (and polentially 

alienating) environment motivates the desire for users to become re-embodied in VR, 

ironically by creating an electronic representation of self that eontributcs to the user-world 

fusion in an effort to become distinct from it. Allequere Stone notes that "pcnctrating the 

screen involves a state change from the physical, biological space of the embodied view to the 

symblic metaphorical "consentua~ hallucination" of cyberspace; a space which is a locus of 

intense desire for re-figured emb0diment".~3 

Amputation and the Disappearance of the Body 

The idea of being absent from our bodies is common to both McLuhm and Lxdcr, 

although from two distinct perspectives. McLuhan emphasizes the physical rcality of 

absences reinforced by the medical metaphors of thc "phantom limb" and "amputation". 

The amputation metaphor, however, suggests that the locus of control resides outside the 

personal (someone eke dms the amputati~~g). Leder's "absences", in contrast, are the rcsult 

of internal cognition; either parts of our body not in "forcground" use or the organs wc arc 

perceiving with that are at the time unab!e to be perceived themselves. In usual circumstances 
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our cognitive processes are also internally controlled or inspired, implying a different set of 

relations than McLuhan's, where the locus of control is exterior to h e  M y .  Instead of 

seeing these schemata as being only in opposition to each other, McLuhan's and Leder's 

&sap-pearances can compliment each other and provide a balance between the physical 

(body) and the cognitive (mind). When considered from this perspective, I can suggest once 

again that VR encourages both the total presence of our body but also creates an 

environment conducive to absences. The very nature of the technology causes us to be 

present: the peripheral devices through which we receive vimal information act as catalysts to 

hcighlened sensory experience (the glove, for example, simulates pressure by contracting and 

cxpanding). Also, because the environment in and apparatuses through which our senses are 

stirnulaied is foreign we may have a heightened sense of awareness. Schub classifies the 

heightened awareness that accompanies unfamiliar experiences as one of four "imposed 

thematic rclevances". (thematic relevances are ways in which attitudes enter into our 

conscious awareness). Interestingly, Schutz's second example of imposed thematic relevances 

is thc "leap" from one province of reality to another (such as from talking to a friend to 

watching a theatre performancp, or, more relevantly, from participating in the everyday life- 

world to participating in a virtual world).74 In the physical sense, then, VR encourages 

presence; absences, as Leder points out, occur more in the realm of cognition. 

When reading a captivating book or participating in engaging conversation we often 

hccomc so involved in the immediate circumstances that we loose track of time, forget the 

physical environment we are in, and lose our awareness of people around us who are not so 

engaged. We are often in this state of disembodiment. The extent to which we become 

dissociated from ourselves i s  proportionate to the intensity of the experience we are having. 

We ofien hear of computer programmers unintentionally working through the night or 

working for extended periwls of time without eating, completely absorbed in a problem. 

S h e q  Turkle observed this tendency in people who play video games. 



When you play a video game you enter into the world of the programmer who made 
it. You have to do more than identify with a character on the screen, you must act for 
it. Idei~tification through action has a special kind of hold. Like playing a sport, it 
puts people into a highly focused and highly charged state of miixi. For many people 
what is being pursued in a video game is not just a score, but an altered state.75 

In these instances the intensity of the experience blocks our physical cuareness of our 

bodies. Entering virtual wor!ds, where experiences may be fantastical, without referent to 

reality or, more captivating, of our own creation where highly pesonaiIzed. imagincd 

fantasies come to life, would inevitably lead to a high level of involvement. In these instances, 

our body may fade from awareness (this may occur only if the technology has become 

transpcrent: the very opposite may occur if we are having trouble orienting ourselves to the 

technology and navigating through the virtual worlds). 

I have applied thy idea of disembodiment to VR and suggested that users who enter 

virtual worlds may simultaneously experience disembodiment through the loss of bodily 

awareness and rz-tatxtdiment through the primary role the sense organs play in translating 

virtual experiences. We must also consider the psychological effects of existing and 

interacting in an environment where we are reduced to electronic code. The communicativc 

practises and conventions &at have evolved during the history of computer mediated 

commanications, specifically the history of computer conferencing, illustrate Stone's 

observation of the "intense desire for reconfigured embodiment" noted eariier. Computer 

cmferencing refers to ascii-based communication vis computer. Electronic messages are 

keyed in and left for others to access at their convcniencc, frov any other computer 

"hooked up" to the conference computer. me messages are ornani~ed around discussion 

topics into "conferences", some with sub-conferences or relatcd "r,mads". VscNct is t he 

largest conferencing syswm in the world and extends world-wide. Its membership xmes 

from a consortium of academics who use the electronic eonneciions made pctssibic ky 

international networks (such as BITNET and ARPANET) to share research and other 

inf~~mation. A user needs sdy access to a mainframe computer mmected to UseNet t 



participate in the information sharing and generating process. When participants 

communicate on a regular basis they push the constraints of rtscii representation for 

indibri;!ual expression. For example, most participants on USENET have an electronic 

"signature" at the end of each message, many containing representational drawings and/or 

fmouritc quotes along with their name and elec~ronic address. Conventions have evolved for 

cxprcssing things like g o d  humour or a tongue-in-cheek response, the former being 

rcprcsented by :-) and the latter ;-) (both have to be read with your head tilted to the left). 

This nccd for cxprcssing "self' even through a reductionist code in narrow band width, 

rcprcscnts attempts at re-embodiment (as much as the medium allows). Mark Poster suggests 

Sour cffccts that computer writicg appears to have on the subject. They include: the 

introduction of "new possibilitics for playing with identilies"; h e  destabilization of existing 

hicrarchics in relationships and the spatial and temporal dislocation of the subject.76 All of 

rhcse possibilities will exist in virtual worlds, the only difference being the increased power 

fiw reprcscntalion in the virtual medium. 

It  is interesting to note that "aliases" are common practise in computer conferences 

(cspccially "dating" conferences) which raises the issue of representation (or 

misrcprcscniation). Working with orJy ascii characters on a computer screen allows for a 

limitcd amount of Information to constmct a "persona", and the nature of the virtual person 

is cntircly up to each individual. As Stone notes, "constructed personalities ... may bear little 

rcscmblancc to the personalities or bodies of the individuals representing them".77 This was 

the casc with "Julie", a disabled older woman who gave insightful on-line advice lo many 

women unlil it ~ 3 f  discovered that "Julie" was in fact a middle-aged psychiatrist. The 

wnfcrcncc panicipmts were outraged when they discovered the nature of Julie's true 

identity, a:ld scvcnt stopped participating in the conference alt~gether.~* Julie's story, 

atthough ~xrhsps the most mzorious example of misrep~sentation, is not an isolated 

inridcnr. Electronic conference participants can choose to represent themselves anyway they 

N mt, and for many it is an opportunity to express "alter-ego" or lived fantasy. This 



directly contradicts Schutz's assertion that when interacting with the life-world "the givcn 

presentation of the other's physical appemnce is necessarily paired with thc sensorily not 

given appresentation of his human e~per ience" .~~ Any technology that turns information 

into digital form is conducive to manipulation. This will most certainly bc thc case in VR 

where the added channels for information transmission allow for greater clarity, but also 

greater deception. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the implications of 

communicating in an environment where there is no way to confirm Lhc identity of one's 

communicative partner. It is, however, an area that warrants serious considerdtion. 

The last issue I will address in my discussion of VR and disembodimcnt concerns a 

variation of VR technology called "telepresence". Although I suggested earlier that VR is 

just as conducive to embodiment as disembodiment, I will now argue that tcleprcscncc 

technology does in fact encourage "out of body" experiences. 

The term "telepresence" was first used in 1979 by Marvin Minski, a rcscarchcr at MIT, 

to refer to the use of interactive simularions as a way to control robots. His idea was that 

human operators could put on a head mounted display unit and bc fed the visual and 

auditory information that the r o b t  moving through a diffcrcnt environment experienced to 

manipulated the robot. The controller would also wcar a glove exoskeleton to control thc 

basic arm movement of the robot. Minski saw two advantages to this method of control: first, 

it would make use of our sophisticated perceptual and cognitive apparatus as a mcans for 

robotic control. It would also "create a specific state of consciousness in thc human users, an 

experience of being present in a retmte location"80 (Italics mine). The illusion of k i n g  

present in a remote location allowed operators to direct robots to perform tasks that werc no1 

possible or safe for humans to do, such as handling radioactive Michael 

McGreevy, head of NASA's Ames Virtual Environment Research Lab says of tdeprcscncc; 

''Insmid of being like TV, which is a window you look through, this is like a door. You walk 

through the door and you're there." NASA is currently developing applications to visualize 
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the information that planetary probes send back to earth so geologists at the Centre can see 

cxactly what the video camera sees.82 

The technological difference between VR and telepresence is significant; the former 

invites participation in simulated three dimensional worlds c~ntained in computer memory. 

The latter allows users to experience and manipulate remote environments through a machine 

while physically remaining somewhere else. As Howard Rheingold reports, 

My consciousness suddenly switched locations ... from the vicinity of my kead and 
body to a point about twenty feet away from where I normally see the world. The 
world I was in had depth, shadows, lighting, but was depicted in blzck and white .... I 
began to accept the odd sensation that accompanied the act of transporting my point 
of view to that of a machine until I swivelled my kead and looked at myself and 
realized how odd it seems to be in two places at the same time.83 
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CHAFTER 11: THE EDJVIRONMENT 

In the previous section I considered thc body as the locus of our perception 'and 

understanding of the world, the place where infomation is processed and mcaning 

constructed. The body, however, never exists in a vacuum but instead is engaged in a constant 

dialectic with the environment, a relationship McLuhan alluded to when he said, "we shapc 

our tools and our tools shape us". Beyond our "tools", the phenomenologists note that we 

alter the complete reality of the world around us; in fact, we construct it. I will now look at 

McLuhan's probes on the "environment" then turn to Schutz, Berger and Luckman for a 

framework of how we socially construct the world around us. The theme articulated by 

McLuhan, ihat is, the often overlooked importance of our relationship with the environment, 

and the framework provided by the phenomenologists, that is, how wc "construct" our 

world, are both essential to the discussion of VR technology. What will the nature of our 

relationship to a simulated computer environment that can be deleted or drastically changed 

with a key stroke be? How will virtual environments change us? Will they, as Mark Postcr 

suggests, "threat[en] the stability of our sense of the boundary of the human b ~ d y  in thc 

world ... [and] create a new species of humans"?l What norms, if any, from the construction 

of the "real" world will be appropriated for use in the construction of virtual worlds'? How 

will we negotiate meaning in shared worlds where symbols can be instantaneously and 

arbitrarily assigned by anyone? In this section I will stan by considering the symbiotic role 

between environment and the players within it. We are largely unaware of the ongoing 

process of construction in the life-world *at both the phenomenologists and McLuhan 

discuss. However, one of the interesting by-products of virtual worPds may be the 

conscientization of world-construction due to the awareness of the process that thc 

construction of virtual worlds wil: demand. Will the mechanisms we take for granted in the 

life-world be part of our rccipe for the construction of communal virtual worlds? (if we are 

interested in constructing "reality for one", these mechanisms will not be as important.) I 
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wit1 also look at the issue of "figure - gmund" as a way of perceiving in an environmefit 

where the "ground" m t  only has the potential for constant change, but also the potential to 

cmbady ccrnpietely new or arbitrary meaning. Before I begin the discussion I must establish 

the semantic intention of the terminology that both McLuhan and the phenoinenologists use. 

In my earlier discussion of the sensorium I noted McLuhm's contention &at new 

lcchnologies create new sensory arrangements which lead to new ways of perceiving the 

world. Thcse technologies envelop and penetrate us and our institutions so thoroughly that 

they become the environment in which we exist. Within this all-pervasive technological 

macro-environment McLuhan identifies distinct micro-environments such as "rational or 

pictoral space", language, weaponry and clothing created by technologies. By presenting 

both the macro and micro view of the technological environment McLuhan alludes to a 

definition that encompasses the interplay between discrete parts and the whole. 

Aifrcd Schutz dcvotes his two volumes of Structures of the Life-World to exploring the 

ways in which we develop mental constructs to give meaning to the social world, or our "life- 

world" (thc region of reality we engage ourselves with and can change). If we apply Schutz's 

term to onc lexical definition of environment, "the circumstances, objects or conditions by 

which one is surrounded", the life-world can be considered as an environment. If we apply it 

lo anothcr dcfinition, "the aggregate of social and cultural conditions that influence the life 

of an individual or community", it can again be considered as an environment, and we can 

nolc thc sublle distinction between the environment that exerts influence over an individual 

and the lifc-world that engages an individual. The active-passive distinction is an important 

par1 of both thc definition sf the life-world and, on the surface, the difference between 

McLuhttn and Schutz's "environment". The first definition above refers to things which 

surround us as being our eavironment; taking this a step further we could interpret 

"cnvironmcnt" as also meaning the context of a person or event, which implies an inter- 

 lat ti on ship. Berger and Luckrnan note the importance of "context" in influencing the 

naturc of what we an: when they note that "the self cannot be adequately understood apart 



from the particular social context in which they were ~haped".~ Interestingly, Don ldhc 

refers to the importance of context in defining objects, and specifically tools. He suggests that 

a tool exists in a complex field of "cross-relations", or involvements, that determine its 

nature.3 

Construction of the Environment 
McEuhan and the Environment as Process 

McLuhan presents a codking paradox in his discussion of our relationship to our 

environment. On one hand he contends that new technologies "create new environmcnts" 

that "act incessantly on the sensorium"4 and that electronic technology "spccds up [the] 

process of transformation**> anthropomorphizing the technology by giving it - not ahc 

individual - the control and power. These assertions lead one to believe that we are victims of 

the technology, unwillingly and perhaps unwittingly carried into the future by thc 

momentum of "progress", or, as James Carey says, "that the effect on sensory organization 

is automatic, without resistance, subliminal. Its penetration is independent of the will and wish 

of men".6 McLuhm also talks of the "incredible pain" new environments inflict on the 

perceiver7 and, most importantly, of our lack of awareness of new environments. In "A 

Message to the Fish", McLuhan tells us that one thing fish know absolutely nothing about is 

water, as they can never leave their aquatic environment to observe it (alluding, or coum, to 

our own condition in the electronic environment). The fish survives because it has "built in 

potential which eliminates all problems from its ~niverse"~ and we survive because wc auto- 

amputate our technological extensions. We only become aware of our environment, as 

mentioned earlier, when it is superseded by another one. So not only are we not able to 

mitigate the drastic effects of our all-encompassing environment, according to McLuhan we 

are not even mare of it. In a position similar :o McLuhan's, Hiem suggcsts we react to 

technological innovation in one of two ways. Either we "identify totally with the new 

extensions of ourselves" and neglect to develop the critical apparatus to cvaluatc them with, 
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or we "react suspiciously" and again are unable to develop a critical c~ping strategy. In both 

instances, los.ws in the lifc of the psyche occur. 

But McLuhan also seems to suggest that we are engagcd in a process with our 

environment whereby it both influences and is influenced by us. He recounts part of Heman 

Hesse's Siddharthu to note that the protagonist comes to realize that, in McLuhm's words, 

"cnvironmcnts as inputs are profoundly shaped by rhe indlvid~al".~ He also says, "life is 

not givcn to us ready-made but has become a task of making rather than of matching".1•‹ 

The "making not matching" theme most strongly alludes to the process of interpretation 

and re-interpretation of our environment, the idea that the environment itself is a process. It is 

difficult to reconcile McLuhm9s apparent contradiction between his description of the 

environrncnt as imposed on us, something we are largdy unaware OF, and environment as part 

of a constant human process of re-definition, unless we assume that our choice to play an 

active or passive role determines the circumstances. Although McLuhm alludes to the power 

the environment has to penetrate all parts; of society, there is an implicit assumption that it can 

only happen if we choose to not intervene. In The Medium is the Message McLulman reminds 

us that "therc is absolutely no inevitability unless there is a willingness to contemplate what is 

happening" and in The Gutenberg Galaxy he says, "the influence of unexarnined 

assumptions derived From technolo= leads quite unnecessarily to maximal determination in 

human life". This clearly indicates McLman's provision that if we are ware, new 

tcchnological envimnments can be manipulated and structured according to our agendas. 

The Social Construcdion of the fife-World 

McLukan sccs awareness of our environment and a desire to act in it as the key to our 

tcchnological emancipation (freeing ourselves from the otherwise all-encompassing hold of 

the technological environment); Schutz, Berger and L u c h m  note the ilnportirnce of 

interacting with our environment but contend that the human-environment dialectic exists 

whcther we arc aware of it or not. Schutz reminds us of this dialectic when he notes, "the life- 
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world ... is a reality which we modify through our acts and which, on the other hand, modifies 

our actions"ll and Berger and Luckman note. "... the process of becoming man takes placc 

in an interrelationship with an environment". They also empfiasix the two distinct 

components of the environment when they note that "the developing human being not only 

interrelates with a particular natural environment but with a particular cultural and social 

order"12 and focus on the mental constructs and mechanisms we emp!oy to socially 

construct our environment. It is interesting to note that O.B. Hardison feels that computers 

equiped with arms and gripper legs can also act on and modify the environment.13 The 

process of construction is of particular interest IG this discussion because I will latch use it to 

illustrate the mechanisms we appropriate from our construction of the life-world for use in 

constructing virtual worlds. Isolating the areas where life-world construction mechanisms do 

not overlap with virtual world creation will fslrther clarify the unique prolpcrkics of vinual 

environments. 

One of the central issues Alfred Schutz explored was the dual nature of the social world 

as made up of both individual experience and pre-given patterns of social r c l a t i o n ~ . ~ ~  That is, 

we imbue our environment with meaning through the process of individual inlcrprclation 

influenced by our previous experience, our immediate experience and expcricnccs 

transmitted from others (parents and teachers). Schutz refers to this interprctivc schema as 

"biographically articulated" situations. He also notes, however, that we ar;: born into a prc- 

structured, social world with pre-established interpretations of phenomenon and relatiofiships. 

The tension between these competing forces results in the dynamic energy necessary to 

maintain the social world in which continual re-interpretation takes place. I will now l o o k  at 

some of the mechanisms Schutz identified irr our world building process including 

"biographical articulation", the role of our "stock of knowledge", "typifications", 

"motivation", "rekvance stmctures" and "legitimation processes". 

Earlier I established that we operate in a manipulatable zone of reality that also provides 

the context for our communication with others. We were born into it and operate under the 



assumption &at it existed before us and will continue to exist after us. Berger and Luckman 

call this "paramount reality", the reality of everyday life, and define if further by contrasting 

it  with othcr "realities" that exist within it, such as theatre or the make-believe world of 

children. These "enclaves" exist within the paramount reality and our consciousness always 

returns back to the paramount reality after visiting them. It is important to establish the 

phenomenological conception of reality as P will be using it as the assumed referent in my 

discussion of viatual reality (which by its name claims to be an variation of this reality). By 

communicating with othcrs in the paramount reality, SchuW notes that we implicitly 

incorporate othcr assumptions a b u t  the nature of reality into our behaviour. These 

assumptions include: (a) that others are endowed with a corporal existence and consciousness 

similar to our own; (b) that things in the outer world have fundamentally the same meaning 

for othcrs as for us; (c) that we can enter into meaningful relations with others and make 

ourselves understood by them; (d) that the social world was historically pre-given to al l  of us 

and is take for granted as the "natural" world; and, (e) because of this, our world is only to 

a small dcgrce created by us.15 Schutz illuminates the idea that although these assumptions 

may fonn the basis of our actions, we d s s  engage in the constant process of imbuing our 

cnvironmcnt with meaning and shaping our reality to suit personal needs, although we may 

bc largely unaware of the process by which we do this. 

All intcqxctation of objects md phenomenon in our environment are, at a fundamental 

Icvel, individually accented due to historical events and circumstances. Our "biographical 

articulation" is the life experience which makes the content of current experiences unique. 

Our past also contributes to our "stock of knowledge", the reservoir of experiences which 

an: constantly accessed to provide meaning in present situations. Previous experiences drawn 

frnm the stock of knowledge made useful (and easily accessible) through what Schutz 

calls the process of "typification" (articulating general characteristics so something can be 

understood as "like" something else). Beyond general knowledge, typification also plays a 

tole in our relations with fellowmen. For example, the initial way we understand new people is 
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through synthesizing information a b u t  similar others (LC., those occupying the same role) 

we have met. Once the general "type9' is classified, we begin to form an individualized 

understanding of the person based on his or her unique characteristics. The same is true of 

environments. In both cases, Schutz distinguishes between two types of familiarity that 

influence typification. First we experience familiarity with a person or object that has been 

previously encountered and is in fact "the same" (this information is stored in our memory). 

Then there is a form of familiarity in which an object or person is "like" an object or pcrson 

in a previous experience (this information is derived from our stock of knowledge). One of 

the primary methods of typifying our experience is through language (which is discussed in 

Llie following section). Schutz distinguishes between two kinds of inforii~a!ion that cntcr into 

the stock of knowledge, the first being experiences that are unquestioned and acccptcd as part 

of the natural attitude and the second being experiences requiring explication. 

The elements of a situation we may focus on depend partly on the prsonai "agenda" wc 

bring to a situation and partly on external cues that (subtly) direct our attention. Along with 

our biographically determined frames of refeltence, we bring a personal agenda to each new 

situation; Schutz refers to this as our "motivational structure". It is our sct of goals based on 

wants and needs that helps determine the course of action we may take. We arc motivated by 

both fuhm-directed goals and factors from the past (including, of course, our pcrsonal 

history).16 We also are influenced by phenomena and events in our environment that 

encourage us to direct our attention towards a given "theme". In my discussion of VR and 

disembodiment I briefly referred to two of Schutz's "imposed thematic rcievanccs" as an 

explanation for heightened bodily awareness in virtual worlds. Specifically I referred to 

Schutz's contention that the unfamiliar draws attention to itsself when sumundcd by the 

familiar, and that a "leap" from one province of reality to another will causc us to re-dircct 

our attention. Also contributing to changes in theme are changes in the "lension of 

consciousness" within one province of reality and changes induced by others in our 

environment.17 These "themaiic relevan@es", along with different motivations will play a 



role in determining our approach to situations in virtual worlds. Keeping in mind Schutz's 

theme of the dual nature of the social world as both pre-given and open for modification, we 

should note that regardless of the object of our attention, each situation is "open" in the 

scnsc that we can define and interpret it based on our stock of knowledge but is also 

"closcd" or determined, as it is the product of all previous situations. 

la a more general sense our action in a given situation is also mativated by a "hierarchy 

of plans" based on rules of logic that are "partially ontologic al...p artidly historic al... and 

partially biographical in nature."fg That is, according to Schul, when writing a letter, for 

cxample, we accept writing with an implement or machine as given "because we cannot write 

with our eyes" (the ontological element); if we lived in the 15th century it wouldn't occur to 

us to write with anything other than a pen (the historical element); and if we could not write 

lcgibly we may have to write with a typewriter (the biographical element). These motivational 

influences are useful to consider when examining our action within the perimeter of the life- 

world; they will also be interesting to consider when examining our action in virtual worlds 

which are conducive to changing ontologies, have no history, yet are still imbued with 

meaning based partially on biographical experience. 

So far I have looked at different ways in which we phenomenologically interpret and 

dircct situations in our environment on personal level. The life-world, however, is also the 

product of a much larger process that extends beyond the sum of its parts. In The Social 

Construction of Reality, Berger and Luckman focus on the way the social order itself arises, 

going back to the origins of institutions. I will now briefly note the elements of this process 

that will bc uscful to consider in my discussion of the construction of vimal reality 

technology. 

Earlier whcn 1 reviewed mechanisms we use when interpreting and constructing our 

reality, I noted the assumption that personal realities necessarily exist in the context of the 

larger social order. The 'larger social order" itself consisting of institutions and 

institutionalized norms and 'mditions, was, according to Berger and Luckman, the result of 



the intentional interaction between "A" and "B", who shaped a world based on their 

combined biography and agenda's. While their world was under construction, A and B wen: 

capable of modifying or abolishing it and shaM the realization that it was in fact a ronrtrucr; 

the world was slimsparent to them. This sense of arbitrariness chmgd, however, whcn the 

world was transmitted to a new generation, who had no part in the constmction arrd thus 

perceived the world 3s "given" and unchangedble. To the new generation, the social 

construct appeared as a permanent social world. 

In the process of transmission, institutions are legitimated to secure their position ss part 

of the "paramount" reality. A by-product of this is the development of a stock of 

transmittable knowledge (manifest ir, the form of rules and norms) that dictates conduct. A 

body of practical experience-based knowledge dso develops on an individual level through 

those participating in the institutions. It is internalized then extcrnaliirxd as objective 

information. The whole process of transmirting constructed "meaning" is, according to 

Berger and Luckman, a fundamental method for the legitimization of our social world. 

incorporzting both knowledge and values. "Legitimization is this process of explaining and 

justieing. Legitimization "explains" the institutional olrde: by ascribing cognitive validity io 

its objective memory. [It] justifizs the institution by giving normative dignity to its practical 

imperatives."lg There are four levels of legitimation: (1) the legitimation of traditions ("this 

is how %ings are done"); (2) theoretical propositions (such as proverbs and wise sayings); 

(3) explicit Lheories pertaining to a body of knowledge (which often develops into pure 

theory), and (4) "symbolic universes".20 

Symbolic universes are "bodies of theoretical tradition that integrate different provinces 

of meaning and encompass the institutional order in symbolic totality".21 That is, processes 

within the symbolic universe, such as communication, may refer to different realms of rcality 

than exist outside everyday life experiences (dreams). By understanding a dream in relation to 

the life-world and representing it symbolically from the perspective of rhe life-world 

(through language), we xmuraike t h  exgerience in the conter? of the life-world. In &is msc 



the symbolic universe orders all experiences and assigns them a hierarchical position as well 

as integrates and legitimizes them. 

The constituted symbolic universe, however, does not exist completely without resistance 

from what Bcrger and Luckman call "deviant versions" of reality 22 that challenge the 

dominant position. i f  these deviations attract enough sugprt they pose both a theoretical 

threat to the symbolic universe (by presenting an alternate version of reality thus challenging 

tttc supremacy of it) and a practical one (through the _potential dissolution of institutions and 

processes that exist through legitimation). It is beyond the scope of this discussion to 

considcr how deviant versions of reality develop and how they are normalized by the 

dominant groups. What I am interested in is the fact that deviant conceptions and groups 

exist. 

Bcrgcr and Luckman present the "intellectual" as an example of a deviant, marginal 

type, delining him or her as "an expen whose expertise is not wanted by society at 

and implying there is a gap between theoretical and practical knowledge. The rejection of the 

intellectual may also be rooted in the fact that instead of legitimizing the social apparatus and 

insrirtltions, hc or she chdfenges them by providing dtemate (theoretical) possibilities. When 

integration into society is impossible, Berger and Luckman note there are two basic options 

opcn to the intclIectua1; withdrawal into an "intellectual subsociety" or revolution. For the 

purposes of this discussion I am interested in the former because it raises the issue of the 

implication of the power position elite groups of "knowledge holders" have when their 

lheory is found useful - or even necessary - to the larger society. By withdrawing into a sub- 

socicty the intellectual may find refuge in those who support or complement the deviant 

theories (thus. to an extent, legitimizing them) and is also able to maintain his or her 

"deviant" position without fear of annihilation. But this dichotomy may also lead to what C. 

P. Snow rccognized as the split of modem culture due to progress into two sub-cultures, 

scientific and non-scientific, with no communication between the two. 
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The Social Construction of Virtual WorUs 

When vimal reality technology was first developcd, the systems were designd to supgort 

one person in a solitary environment for the purpose of skill development (i.e., flight 

training) or scientific visualization (i.e., molecule docking). Programmers would often 

develop worlds for themselves or for others who shared a common pcrccptual base, thus thc 

issues of how to represent virtual objects in a form intuitively understandable and how to 

develop conventions for (for example) virtual navigation were not essential to maintaining a 

functional system. With the introduction of shared virtual spaccs (heralded by VPL's 

"Reality Built for 2'7, however, questions concerning ontological relcvancc (the way that 

realities come to be conceived as publicly identifiable and intel~igible~~) havc bccomc a 

fundamental cornerstone in world construction. How do we develop a framework within 

which meaning can be shared and information successfully exchanged? How much of thc 

environment that we take for granted is essential to the communicativc process? And if '  we 

realize that most or all communication is dependant on the social environment, how do wc 

construct such environments in VR? McLuhan has articulated the player-environment 

relationship theme, and Schutz, Berger and Lucknan havc developed a comprchcnsivc 

framework for understanding the nature of this relationship. Contained within their 

framework are mechanisms that could be taken into consideration when constructing virtual 

worlds. By using our awareness of the construction of the life-world as a tcmpla1c. wc may be 

able to replicate the properties necessary for an effective communicative cnvironrncnt without 

the spatial constraints or reliance on limited symbols that exists in paramount rcaiily. In this 

instance VR would duplicate paramount reality (we can compare it loosely to the relationship 

between television content and paramount reality). There is, of course, a danger in modelling 

a new experience on &at which is familiar, as it may prevcnt us fmm expforifig Lie unique 

properties of the new environment - vinual space, Instead of necessarily limiting exploration, 

however, we could employ the phenomenological model as a starting point for world 

construction, frum which innovarive practises could develop. The relationship between VR 



and paramount reality could dso be taken to a more abstract ievel, adopting a n,ctaphoricd 

rnodcl. where the vinual objects may lack perceptual similarity with pamount reality but be 

intuitively understood thrcrugh it. ;he !hid level of relaticciships colrtd involve the 

employment of physical objects for the rep; sentation of abstract concepts. 

Thc issues that I outlined above in the discussion of the constnrcrion of social worlds and 

wili now apply to VR are by no means presented as a com?rehensive recipe: that would go far 

beyond the scope of this discussion. Lqstead I have identified some of what I contend are the 

primary issucs in social world construction and essential individual mechanisms we bring to 

thc process that could be applied to the constr . ;ion of virtual worlds. I will start with &he 

mcta-processes embodied in the origin of the social universe and the legitimization 

proccdurcs used to maintain it. 

The first thing I noted when reviewing mechanisms for the construction of institutions 

was that aficr thc initial development phase their stabilization depended primarily on the 

process of transmitting the knowledge the institutions embody Erom generation to generation. 

In this way the institutionalized norms become sedimented in wadition and accepted as a 

pcrmancnt construct. The positive aspect of this process is the establishment of a common 

rncaning structure within which certain assumptions about shared referentids can be made. 

For cxample, linguistic norms allow us to convey the meaning of a tree by representing it 

with thc word "tree" instead of having to describe its precise properties to guarantee that the 

concept is understood. The other advantage is that established institutions provide an 

organization structure around which a society can exist (axd without which it could not). The 

disadvantages of this sedimentation include the assumption that only one version of reality 

exists which may lead to stagnation or the imposition of the dominant ontology on those who 

may seck alternate views. 

Thc primary characteristic of the legitimation process is a temporal one: norms and 

"traditions" develop over time. What then happens when virtual environments are created in 

3 day and under constant (drastic) revision? How is a sense of shared meaning developed? An 
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easy (and obvious) solution would be to incorporate pre-cstablished norms fmm paramourlt 

reality into virtual worlds so &at a virtual tree resembles a "real" me. If we emf  nc 

ourselves to this practise, however, we would neglect to take advantage of the opportunities 

for what Jaron Lanier calls "post symbolic communication"; that is, our ability to ctvate any 

contingency or action in ~ a l i t y  instead of trying to describe them with words.25 If, howcvcr. 

we venture into the world of idea representation. how will we understand that my visual 

construct "x" symbolizes anger while your visual construct "y" symbolizes mclancholy'? 

As with all contrived conventions for expression we will necessarily dcvclop a "universal" 

protocol for representing visually what has up to now been represented linguistically. There 

may be many "dialects" within this visual language and the technology itself may bc 

conducive to a wider range of representation, but the devctopmcnt of common mcaning 

structures is essential if VR is to exist as a communicative space. The inter-relationships that 

cxist between VR and paramount reality at least during the early stages of the implementation 

of the technology can be understood in tcnns of Walter Ong's "intcrtextuality". All texts, hc 

notes, "have extratextual supports. Roland Barthcs ... has pointcd out that any interpretation of 

a tcxt has to move outside the text so as to refer to the reader: the tcxt has no mcaning until 

someone reads it, and to make sense it must be interpreted, which is to say related to the 

reader's wor1d".2~ Although VR presents sensually a corn plctel y new form for cx pression. 

the content cannot be independem of the extra-virtual world; in fact it will dcpcnd on it. 

The inter-relationship between virtual and paramount reality cxist.. in the rcalm of thc 

symbolic universe. As mentioned eariier, communication in the symbolic universe may 

include reference to different realms of reality that exist outside cvcryday cxpsricnce. 

Conversely, experiences in the life-world can be referred to (will ncccssarily bc ref'cmd to) 

through the symbolic communication process in VR. In this sense there naturdlly cxists a 

dynamic interplay between the two realms. The practisc of referencing the clcmcnls of 

paramount reality to create meaning in virtual reality will be in Iargc pafi a natural 

inclination, as we gmerally understand that which is new by considering it as "like" 
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something else. This process of typification is evident even in attempts define the experience 

of VK itself ("Its like having a collaborative, lucid dream''27). 

Not only wili virtual communLa!tms have to be interpreted according to life-world 

norms, thc interpretation process itself will tx grounded in the mechanisms we employ on an 

individual lcvel in the life-world. As mentioned at the beginning of this discussion, we exist in 

this world as carnal beings, necessarily accepting the physical limitations of our bodies. When 

wc entcr into VR then, it is understd that we bring our M i e s  with us. We also bring with us 

our complete personal history, out of which our motivational structure and hierarchy of plans 

dcvclop. We can recall that in paramount redity this hierarchy is based on a set of rules of 

logic that lrre partially ontological, partially historical and partially biographical in nature. 

Asidc from historical and biographical motivations, the technological specifics of VR 

cncouragc certain interpretive schemata. As type encouraged linear thought due to its 

scquenlial nature and the predominance of the eye, the predominance and simultaneous 

nalurc of the scnscs in VR may encourage conditions similar to the oral tradition, with the 

addcd powcr of communicating through space and the ability to outer our consciousness in 

a more comprehensive way. According to McLuhan the technology would encourage 

simultaneous right-brain awareness - a return to the tribe. We could, of course, choose to 

limit our virtual experience to one sense modality thus shifting the perceptual implications of 

thc technology. The p i n t  to raise  he^ is that one absolute characteristic of the technology is 

its potential for unlimited freedom of representation which will necessarily encourage a 

wricty of ontological structures. But the constructing of a reality that lacks any connection to 

pariirnourrt reality wiil not be possible, due to limits in our ability to create and understand 

unprcccdentcd spaces. As Bauscia, Riviera and Setaccio note, 

Such limits stem from the organization sf our b r ~ n s ,  which (as stated by Maturana 

and Varcla) is the result of thousands of years of interaction with the environment we 
live in (both from a phylogenetic and from an ontogenetic perspective). An 
implication of this observation is that it is impossible to get completety rid of natural 



realiry: it will ahvays "be present" in the organization of the brain m the users (as 
well m of the designer) of any [virtual] reality.(Italics mine) 

Figure and Ground 

In my examination of the ewironment so far, I have focused on the symbiotic 

relationship we as players enjoy with it and the mechanisms we use to socially consuuct it. 

The phenomenologists contend that these construction mechanisms are cvidcnt in the 

interpretive process, which is rooted in perception. Both McLuhan and the phenomenologists 

emphasize that perception must be experienced and understoad as the sum of discrck parts; 

only through a holistic approach can we understand our environment. This intcrprctivc 

schcma is derived from a movement that emerged before World War 1 called Gestalt 

Psychology. McEuhan and Idhe have both appropriated terminology from this movclncnt to 

express their thcories of environmental perception.28 I will now look at McLuhan's attempt 

to synthesize the figure-ground dichotomy into a holistic view of the environment and Idhc's 

contention that ahc interplay of figure and ground leads to "pcrccp~ual multisiability." 

McLuha~s's Figure and Ground 

In a general sense, McLuhan calls an object of attention in a given situation "figure" and 

the environment which immediately supports and surrounds it "ground". We arc largcly 

unaware of the ground, and this unawareness allows the ground to act subliminally on us. For 

example, if we consider %e car as figure, we would include highways. industrial plants and oil 

companies as ground.29 This is a crucial point because it illustrates the interconnectedness o!' 

elements in our environment and pints  to the "chain reaction' that occurs whcn a new 

variable is introduced. If we comiOer the introduction of the car in isolation we can sec the 

dramatic effect it had on our spatial m e  (suddenly the town down the road was acccssihlc), 

which effected, among other things, our social relationship, purchasing habits, and sense or 

"home". If we consider the car as figure in relation to the environment as ground, we scc 





necessarily influenced by its ground, whether we are awarc of thc ground or not. This is 

something that Idhe focuses on more directly in his discussion of pcrceprual 

rnuitidimensionality and multi-stability, which I will now addrcss. 

Phenomenological Figure and Ground 

Don Idhe supports the view that the foundation of phenomenological inquiry rcsts in thc 

perceptive nature of our understanding of the life-world. In a tradition pionccrcd by Husserl. 

idhe describes a "multidimensional paradigm for perception" which includcs that which is 

manifest and lateni, or  "given" and The object of inquiry is recognized as a 

composite of both what is prcsent and what is absent, the dichotomy setting thc paradigm fur 

further phenomenoIogical analysis. Idhe sees this multidimensionality as forming the basis 

for all perceptual action. it is at this point that Idhc incorporates Mcrlcau-Ponty's notion of 

the perceivcd world as the foundation of all reality, and expands i t  no include thc notion of 

rnultistability. Idhe defines multistability as "the framed ambiguity of p e r ~ c p t i o n " ~ ~  and 

relates it, via Merleau-Ponty, to the idea that perception is both sensory and cultural (we may 

perceive things in different ways depending on our circumstances). The foundation of 

perception for Merleau-Ponty, according to Idhc, lics in thc idea that we scicctively 1; IXUS on  

an object (figure) drawing it out of its context (ground). Mcrleau-Ponty's incorporation of 

the figure-ground dichotomy, according to Idhe, begins to draw togcthcr thc 

multidimensionality and multistability of perception. That is, "the figure is always seen as 

both a sensory object and as a possible meaning".33 A classic cxarnple of the 

multidimensionality and mdtistability of perception is found in the well-known ambiguous 

image of the young woman/old woman's face, thc perceived imagc being dcpcndcnt on 

where the focus is directed. 



FIGURE TWO WOMAN'S FACE 

This cxmple, however, is clearly a case of either-or, as the ground, whether it be the 

young woman or rhe old woman is constant. Idhe, however, increases the complexity cf the 

modcl to include gradients of ground detail, which serve to reduce the possibility for 

prccptual ambiguity. If we were, for example, to add glasses to the face of the old woman 

thc possibility for ambiguous interpretation would be greatly reduced. 

Although McLuhan and ldhe emphasize different properties of the figure-ground gestalt 

(the former focusing on the macm-causational effect of figure on ground as well as the 

ambiguous nature of ground in t k  electric age, and the latter focusing on an interpretive 

ligurc-gmunc! nlodcl) I suggest that a common interpretation of the terms exist. This is not to 

claim that McLuhan adopts a phenomenologicd stance; in fact as we shAl see later, the only 

rcf'crcncc McLuhan makes to phenomemlogy concerns its inability as a methodology to 

unearth the simultaneous naturc of the environment. Instead I am suggesting that there is a 

com plemcn tary intersection between McLuhan and Idhe 's approach to perception, embodied 

in the figure-ground relatioriship. McLuhan presents examples of the effect of technology on 

thc cnvironmcnt, refers to the simultaneous environment as ground and gives an example of 

an clcctric figure without ground. Idhe stabilizes McLuhan's examples in a synthesized 

frtrrncwork that emphasizes, as McLuhan does, the multidimensional nature of the figure (its 



interpretation lying in an awareness of both what is present and what is absent) and its 

multistability (interpretation being culturally and sensually based). McLuhan's themes will 

now be selectively adapted to a discussion of virtual envimnments and applied to Idhe's 

framework. 

Virtual Figures and Changing Ground 

As noted above, McLuhan suggests two areas in which the figure-ground gestalt can bc 

applied to the environmefit: the first is a cause and effect macro-view (LC., the "ripple effect" 

the introduction of the new technology has on the context in which it is placcd). Thc second 

is the perceptual schema used to imbue an area of attention with meaning bawd on its context 

(ground). The latter application closely aligns with Idhe's focus and is mon: relevant to a 

discussion of the perceptual experience of VR as a medium (as opposed to the "effect" the 

introduction of VR may have on social/political/religious and other arrangements), which is 

the theme of this discussion. 

Before we apply figure-ground to VB, we must establish the nature of the virtual world in 

question, as the implications of applying the properties to a photo-realistic world (one 

modeled on our paramount reality) are drastically different then applying them to a purely 

symbolic world where arbitrary symbols are: assigned to represent concepts. In the first 

instance, if I enter into a virtual environment modelled on a real-world situation, for example 

a simulation of the Amazon Rain Forest (which I have never visited but havc rcad about), I 

have ?I pre-established understanding of the "meaning" of a trec as well as its relationship to 

the earth, based on our typified experiences in paramount rcality. In this case I would transfcr 

the multistability of an object found in paramount reality into VR. If, huwcvcr, I enter inlo a 

completely fanciful virtual world (not of my own creation) where the usual laws of the 

universe are suspended and ideas are arbitrarily assigned symblic rcprescntation, wc are 

forced into a different scenario where I would have ihi "negotiate" meaning through 

establishing a set of norms (derived in a large part from expectatiom) with others I wish to 



share the virtual space with. McLuhan's "simultaneous ground" of electric technology 

would necessarily be teagercd in the virtual world if we wanted to develop any meaning. In 

Alice in Wonderland, t!!e worlds Alice visited were inverted (large became small, for example) 

but still referred the real world to allow for identification and meaning. One by-product of 

constructing or entering virtual worlds where c~nscious attention must be given to the 

inlerrelabionships between objects and environment may be an increased awareness of the 

proccss by which we give meaning to objects in paramount reality based on both their 

multidimensionality and multistability. 

Alternate Realities 

Michael tiliern begins his essay, "The Metaphysics of Virtual Reality" by recounting a 

Taoist legend about an artist commissioned to pain: a mural. The artist worked diligently 

each day, green forests and blue skies stretching across the grey wall that was her canvass, 

until her imagirlcd world was complete. Many people gathered for the unveiling md "oo- 

cd" and "aw-cd" when the tarp was dropped and the coloufil scene came alive. Aker 

accepting cangratulations and enjoying the delighted rer~ption of her work, the artists moved 

to the centre of h e  mural where a path emerged from the dense f o ~ s s ;  she turned around 

and disappca~d into the green leaves, never to be seen again. 

Hicrn notes two human tendencies that the story illustrates: the power of artistic illusion 

and our wed to crcate alternate realities or "realiries within realities".34 The creation of 

rctlliiies witRin realities and our emergence in them occurs in routine aspects of our existence 

that wc completely rake for granted, such as when we read a captivating book, enjoy an 

cngaging film nr are overwhelmed by a painting. In these instances we are entering and 

navigating in symbolic spaces, removed from the realm of everyday reality (which, of course, 

according the the phenomenologists is also a symbolic space). We are also engaging our 

imagination in a process of world construction based on minimal information (as when we 
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construct an imaginative scene based on information provided to us through printed words 

on a page). In this sense our imagination transcends the limitations of our Wirs and allows 

us to "escape9* to other worlds. We may also transcend W i l y  limits and bc transported to 

different realities when we engage in ecstatic religious cxperienccs, have an "out of body" 

experience", fantasy or dream. Them are also instances when we engage in alternate realities 

that are encouraged by external conditions, such as taking hallucinogenic drugs. At its most 

sensational virtual reality has k e n  compared to drug experiences, unlimited fantasy and a 

dream state through claims such as "It's a world without limitations, a world as unlimited its 

dreams"35 and "It's like hzving a collaborative, lucid Does virtual reality, then, 

deprive us of ultimate control over our environment as does the dream state, wherc we oftcn 

"experience" situations we would rather not? Does virtual reality not adhcn: to a prime 

narrative and coherence that allows us to make sense of the environment? If comparcd with a 

drug induced state, must we not them assume that the experience of VR is largely internal and 

only marginally shared (two people taking the same drug will have radically diffcrcnt 

experiences of it). 

McLuhm s2w the metaphorical - and actual - connection between lhc cffccts of drugs 

and the effects of electrical teclwology, particularly television, both encouraging a 

simultaneous "all-at-onceriess" with the environment. In his Playboy intervicw McLuhan 

notes, 

The inner trip is not the sole prerogative of the LSD traveller; it's Lhc universal 

experience of TV watchers. LSD is a way of miming the invisible electronic world, 
and gives the potential of instant and total involvement .... The attraction of 
hallucinogenic drugs is a means of achieving empath with our pcnctrating clectric 
environment, an environment that in itself is a drugless inner trip.37 

Whether or not we are n m k d  in a drugless state by h e  Zechnology (we can assume 

that the effects of technology are numbing as opposed to scw-enhancing, as we have 

already noted McLuhan's assessment sf the numbing effccts of technology) is open for 
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debate. The important issue that McLuhan does raise, however, is the potential to engage in 

alternate forms of reality through a technology, a potential that many VR enthusiasts would 

assert has been realized. I will now look at Schuta's model of the life-world as consisting of 

rnulliple realities, described as "enclaves" within paramount reality. I am most interested in 

the prrpxties of these enclaves, and their comparison to experiences of virtual worlds. By 

juxtaposing these states with VR I will address the issue of VR as an alternate reality. 

Schuaz9s Multiple Re~lities 

William James stated, "Our ncnnal waking consciousness ... is but one special type of 

consciousness, whiist a l l  a b u t  it, parted by the filmiest of screens, there lie potential forms of 

consciousness entirely differentM>8 reminding us that in the natural course of existing in the 

world we navigate through different realms of experience, thus different experiences of 

reality. James further developed the idea of the existence sf  different realms, eventually 

rcfemng to them as "sub worlds" or "sub-universes" of meaning, and describing them as 

subjugated to paramount reality.39 It is from this description that Schutz was inspired to 

investigate these sub-universes (which he ultimately called "finite provinces of meaning") 

and classiPj them in rclation to the socid experience of everyday life, as the "archetypal 

experience of ~ a l i t ~ " ~ 0  to which all other experiences are both inferior and dependant. 

Szhutz contends that we are aware of both the primacy of paramount reality and our ability 

to move through the multiple realities or enclaves that exist within it, as well as the fact that 

our consciousness always returns back to paramount reality and only from pamount  reality 

can we understand and describe our alternate experiences (through, for example, the use of 

symbols such as imguage). We move from one province of reality to another by "leaping" 

(leaps rcfers io the exchange of one style of lived experience for another, due to a 

modification in our tension of consciousness) which is accompanied by an initid shxk.  

Thcsc finite provinces of meaning, whether they be dreams, fantasies or religious experiencess, 

all h a w  a particular cognitive style and suppon experiences which are consistent and 



compatible with each other (although not necessarily with the life-world). An example of this 

is our experience offactual, although no! iogicai inconsistencies when dreaming. I may quite 

plausibly dream of taking an exotic cruise with an acquaintance with no sense of disbelief 

while I am dreaming; if, howevcr. I dream of a flying horse, I am almost ccnain to note the 

aberration, even while dreaming. I will now look at what Schutz has identified is the 

distinguishing properties of both fantasy atd dreams. 

When we "leap" into the world of fantasy jxrhaps the first thing we experience is a scnsc 

of freedom from what Schutz calls the "pragmatic motive"; the sense that certain tasks must 

be performed or a'5tudes held for our harmonious existence in thc life-world. Schutz docs 

note, however, that the logical structure of harmony does remain valid in fantasy, so 

imzgining a breech of life-world etiquette may be stressful in my fantasy world. Being frcc 

from the pragmatic motive implies that we no longer need to master the life-world and thus 

can t u a  our energy elsewhere. As noted above Schutz contends that the logical structure of 

harmony remains valid in fantasy, but other boundaries and conditions do not remain valid 

(we may imagine ourselves conducting the London symphony orchestra even i f  we an: not 

musically inclined). In this sense, our fantasying cgo can "volitionally fill irs empty 

anticipations with whawer it waits".41 That is, we can fantasy what we want, when we want. 

Schutz dso notes that the time perspective of fantasy worlds differs from the time 

perspective of paramount rediry due primarily to the lack of a stable f0cus.~2 We may 

engage in a repeat of one fantasy over and over in one day-dreaming episode, thc unity 

being derived froin our sense of inner time which devclops out of our span of attenticn. Also 

the time structure of thz life-world is distorted as we may fantasy in "fast-forward", 

accelerating events beyond what would be possible in paramount reality or we may fantasy in 

"siow-motion", slowing events down beyond what is possiblc in paramount rc-c;tality. Tk 

strongest tie to the time structure of paramount reality, however, lies in the fad &at white I 

fantasy I get older and the life-world progresses according to its own rhythms and cycics; this 

canna be directed of my own volition. And just as the external time structure is ultima~ly 
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irnposd on us in our fantasy worlds, so is the limitation of our physical being. I may fantasy 

my.wlf as a flying dwarf, but if I actually try to fly though a small open window I will 

quickly become aware that my fantasy finds limits at the boundary of my body. 

Although Schutz describes fantasy as al5nite province of meaning within paramount 

reality, wc must remember that, as noted above, there is "carryover" from paramount reality. 

I t  may help us to think of the boundary of these meaning structures as a permeable 

mcmbranc through which information is passed. Just as we incorporate information from 

paramount reality into fantasy, so does fantasy experience become incorporated into 

paramount reality, through our stock of knowledge, which refers back to various experiences 

il: othcr pmvinccs of reality. The suggestion that a permeable membrane separates 

rcality from the enclaves within it is an ~rnprtant one, because it sets the 

conditions for cxpcricnccs we may have in VR to alter our experiences in and understanding 

o f  thc life-world. I will return to this below. 

Schutz describes sleep as "complete relaxation of consciousness ... combined with 

completc withdrawul from lifeW.43 In this state of withdrawal, we engage in "passive 

pcr~eprions"~~ which remain in a state of confusion, but also determine the theme of that 

which is dreamt. I have noted that in fantasy worlds we can fantasy what we want, when we 

want; drcm worlds lack this freedom. The dreamer cannot willfklly Mfd desired situations 

as he or she is not in control of the direction (as the experience of nightmares demonstrates). 

Just as the time structure of fantasy differs from the time structure of paramount reality, 

so too thc Lime structure of dreams differs from that of paramount reality, dreams involving a 

Far more complex configuration. Schutz describes the dreaming person as observing "future 

cvcrlts 3s if they were past; past events are dreamed of as open and modifiable and thereby 

k a r  a clear, future character, successions can be simdtaneously transformed and so 

i-orth"." D~arns,  then, do not coincide with the temporal structure of the life-world, but 

engage an inner time structure. 



"W dream world is a solitary one (we dream by oursclvcs and no two popic can have thc 

same dream), the person dreamt about becoming an objcct of thc drcam as oppoxd to 

someone with which the experience is shared. This suggcsts one thing about the d~amworlci 

that we all intuitively understand; it is not a communicative environment. The fact that only in 

a wide awake state can dreams be communicated (through language, for example) implies an 

understanding that is based in the life-world (something in our dream is "like" or "the 

opposite of" something in reality). Thus our solitary expcricncc of the drcamworld engages 

us in a finite province of meaning completely distinct from paramount rcality, but 

communicating (and interpreting) dreams grounds us firmly in the world. 

Earlier I suggested visualizing the enclavcs within paramount reality as being surrounded 

by a pemcable membrane through which certain information passes. This is complcmcntcd 

by Schutz's suggestion that the relevance systems of the life-world are put into question by 

our experiences in various finite provinces of meaning (including, as mcntioncd bcforc, 

dreams, fantasy, religious experiences, but also science and %on-ratlor~alisric world vicws"). 

These enclaves may be embodied in religious or psychiatric institutions, or in carnivals or 

other forms of play. Through Schutz's discussion it is evident that his finite provinces of 

meani~g involve a directed or spontaneous shift in our intcmal statc, although not necessarily 

leading to "altered" states of ccir.sciousness in the sense of a drug-induced altered statc. 

Ecstatic religious experiences nay, however, involve this kind of alterei state whilc at the 

same time existing simply as a separate meaning structure within paramount teality. It is 

essential to establish the idea that finite provinces of meaning involvc an internal rcalignmcnt 

as then we can think of certain conditions as being rmducive to - although not ncccssarily 

causing - a shift in conscicrusness. This allows the primary locus of control to rest with thc 

participant; the nature and properties we take for granted in the fifc-world will not change 

during a religious experience unless we are receptive to these changes. 1 will now juxtapose 

the properties of dreams and fantasies that Schutz has defined with the properties and 



conditions of virtual reality to assess its status as a potential finite province of meaning, then 

considcr VR's conduciveness to encouraging "altered states" of consciousness. 

VR as a Finite Province of Meaning 

Earlier it was established that Schutz's finite provinces of meaning adhere to a particular 

cognitive style and support consistent internal experience (not necessarily consistent with 

cach othcr or paramount reality). They can be contrasted to the continuous and coherent 

nature of paramount reality (which implies that they possess discrete ar.d incoherent 

propcnics). but also have their own distinct and unique set of properties. Virtual reality has a 

unique set of properties that can be conm.ted with paramount reality, suggesting that Schutz 

may have considered it, too, a finite province of meaning, although distinct from dreams and 

fantasy. 

In my discussion of dreams I noted Schutz's observation that we cannot (usually) control 

the content nor the way it is revealed; instead we are passive bystanders engaged in a larger 

narrativc. 1 contrasted this with fantasy where the content is selfdirected and the participant 

enjoys complete firedom, even from our life-world circrunstances. If we apply the issue of 

control to VR, I suggest that the primary distinguishing property of VR as a finite province of 

meaning (and a uniquely configured environment) is illuminated; that is, the users high level 

of cnvironmcntal control. In user-c~ated environments a higher level of freedom is available 

than in prc-configured environments as the user herself can determine the nature and scope 

of the virtual world, although is still limited by the ontology of the technology (the 

prcscntation format and ways of experiencing the world) and the practical conditioning 

camcd ovcr from the life-world. In this sense a virtual world can be compared to Schutz's 

fantasizing. This freedom dec~ases, however, when users engage in pre-made worlds, 

Atrhough W fmdom to navigare where one wants at a self-directed speed may still exist, the 

environment is determined and constant. In these virtual worlds, the level of control decreases 

and can no longer be cumpared to fantasy worlds, but is not as limited as in dreams. 



In the discussion of dreams I also notcd the complcx timc stmcturc that disregards a past- 

present-hturc continuum to engage in a simultaneous prcscntation of information ovcr 

which the dreamer cxcrts no contro!. Timc pcrspectivc when fantasying also deviated from 

life-world patterns, but conid of the mechanism for deviation rests primarily with the onc 

engaged in the fantasy. Thc time continuum is established by the dircctcd attendon of thc 

actor, more specifically, by his or her intcnsity of conccntration or lack of intcnsity. If 

heavily involved in a fantasy wcrld, or if choosing to replay fantasy ovcr and ovcr, cosmic 

timc is transcended by dwie  ((to rctum to Bergson's terminology). In this scnsc timc 

pcrspcctivc in fantasy is vcry much like time perspective in viriual worlds, whcrc perceived 

rate of timc passage dcpcnds on intcnsity of conccntration. VR, however, also prcscnts an 

added lcvcl to thc intcnal-cxtcmai timc construct, as i t  acts as a micro-cosim for cosmic timc. 

That is, then: is a sense of sharcd timc within a communal virtual world that is scparatc from 

each individual's sense of duree', which may or may not also involvc awarcncss of paramount 

reality. But the virtual world itself also exists within the cosmic timc structure of paramounl 

reality. Thc configuration can bc rcprcscntcd as: 

FIGURE 3: REPRESENTATION OF VIRTUAL TIME 

Wc have already cstablishcd, through the idca of the permcable mcmbranc, that 

information from the life-world enters into our drcams and fantasy's just as the content of 

dreams and fantasies inform our Iifc-world experiences through the information that cntcrs 

our stack of knowkdge (it does, of course, cntcr with the mark "dream experience" or 

"fanmy experience"). In our discussion of elements of life-world construction we might 

appropriate from paramount reality into VR, I suggcstcd that then: necessarily will be a high 



cross-over of information. Perhaps the most useful aspect of the technology will lie in the 

fadilation of information transfer from virtual worlds to paramount reality; what would be 

the purpose: of using VR as a forum for concept representation if the knowledge could not 

then be incorporated into our life-world stock of knowledge? In this sense VR is unlike 

drcams or fantasy as the connection to paramount reality will be more pronounced, due in 

large part to its function a7 a communal as opposed to solitary environment. 
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CHAPTER THREE: THE LANGUAGE OF TECHNOLOGY 

The nature af Iaqpage and its role in shaping, expressing, domesticating and limiting 

experience has long been the subject of philosophical thought and debate. On the one hand 

language may be rcgarded as an emancipatory system through which we axe able to 

transcend the limitations of time and space. On the other hand, language may limit our realm 

of experience and present a danger if we rely on it to express new cultural concepts which it 

i.; urnhie to represent because it has not evolved as quickly as culture. There is also a danger, 

3s William k i s s  notes, in applying "old" language to new experiences when it is inadequate 

lo dcscribe 1hern.l For some of us an awareness of our language has been heightened by the 

creation of "artificial" computes ianguage (the English language is also "artificial", but as 

David Boltncr notes, its creation was not as self-conscious2). We are often asked if we 

"know" PASCAL or BASIC in much the same manner as if whether we "know" French or 

Itaiian, thc question itself emphasizing the structured and arbitrary nature of our primary 

system of communication. But what effect does language have in structuring our experiences, 

and what. if any, similarities arc there between language influencing perception and 

technology influencing perception? In this chapter I will shift the perspective of my 

considcration of virtual reality away from subjectively based experiences of the technology to 

a detached consideration of the nature of the technology looked at "from the outside". I will 

consider phenorncnological interpretations of the role of language as a point of intersection 

with McLuhan's thoughts on language, then consider the "language" of VR. 

language and the Perception of the Life-Worid 

Ow element common to Berger and Luckman, Schutz and Idhe's phenomenological 

intcrgtetation of the world is the primary role of language in framing our perceptions. Berger 

ancf Luckman note: "Symbolism and symbolic language become essential constituents of the 

rcatity of everyday life and of the common sense apprehension of this ~al i ty"~;  and Scbtz 



says, "meaning structures are determined by language", both implying that the structux, 

freedom and constraints inherent in language frame what we think and how wc think about it. 

Idhe notes the nature of perception steeped in language as being problematic in that it makes 

all which we encounter, familiar. "Perhaps only for moments do wc comc facc to facc wiih 

that which is me ly  other, and then we give it a name, domcsticating it into our constant 

interpretation which centres us in the wor~d . "~  A characteristic of language has been 

identified by Schua, Berger and Luckman as foundational to its influence in reality 

apprehension: its grcunding in the everyday life-world and inevitable reference back to it 

when describing other finite provinws of meaning. Language allows us to semantically share 

experiences we may have in other realities, but at the same time it naturdixcs those 

experiences in terms of paramount reality. I will claboratc this point later. 

The phenomenologists also identify several functions that languagz fu!fils, the mast 

fundamental being its role as a "universal cultural mcdi~rn".~ In his consideration of 

language in general, Schutz was most interested in the language people uscd evcryday to 

communicate with their fellowmen. He looked not only at the technical aspects (such as 

terms, phrascs and syntactic forms) but also at how languagc crcatcd a broader mcming- 

context, "a kind of preinterpretation of the world named in thcse terms, charactcriirml by 

these phrases, and described with the help of its grammatical and syntactic fom~s" .~ ' l hc  

phrases, terns and synlactic forms convey culture due to their endowed meaning, but also 

through the public and private associationd and emotional connotations thcy carry.7 

Anothcr function language fulfils, alluded to in thc prcvious section, is its role as a 

lcgitimator in creating and maintaining the socially constructed world. Bcrgcr and Luckman 

note that ''Language provides the fundamental superimposifion of logic on thc objcctivatcd 

social world. The edifice of Iegitima~ions is built upon language and uses Ianguagc as its 

principle instnimentality",g This occurs due to the ability of lenguage to makc experiences 

available to everyone in a linguistic community, sedimenting traditions people may o r  may 

not have actually participW i n  In this sense language objectivates experiences, alicwing 



them to bc presented a5 'given". In the social world, objectivated experiences are ultimately 

inmrpnrated into the collective stock of knowledge, thus further sedimented in tle cultural 

and social history of a given community or society. A more precise method of linguistic 

legitimation is the process of "typification", whereby forms of action are objectivated and 

grouped, usually linguisticdly, to allows for identification with previous "similar" 

cxpcrienccs. Thz process highlights the relationship of the phenomenon to "objectively 

avai t able typifications of conduct"? the phenomenon becoming most consciously 

apprehended when such typifications are unavailable (i.e., as in a new experience). New 

phcnorncna are woven into the social structure primarily through the appropriation of old (or 

the adoption of new) terminology sets to describe them. 

In m y  discussion of the construction of the social world in the previous section, I briefly 

Iookcd at the role of the "stock of knowledge" as a reservoir of experiences, accessed to 

providc rncaning to current life-world situations. It was established that all experiences 

contrihutc to our personal stock of knowledge, although the precise method by which they 

arc assirnilakd in it was not detailed. Berger and Luckman suggest that language plays a 

Sundamcnlal role in relation to our stock of knowledge through its ability to objectivate 

sharcd cxpcricnccs (thus becoming an instrument in the creation and maintenance of the 

smk  of knowledge): "The edifice of legitimation is built upon language and uses languages 

as its principle instr~mentali t~".~~ We can, then, consider the stock of knowledge as an 

crntmfimenl of rhc social process rhat determines socially acceptable meaning structures. The 

frtct of i t  king  a product of the "social" fife-world, however, must not imply that it is limited 

to inc~t l )~mting and structuring only experiences that take place within paramount reality. 

?h t k  contrary, it is through the potential of language as a symbolic system that we can 

rrtrnsced paramount reality and m s s  boundaries into fantasy and dreams and bring the 

cxprienccs back to share with others. Berger and Luckman articulated this essential funstion; 

".--1anprlge i s  capable of transcending tfie reality of everyday life altogether. It can refer to 

apericnctls pertaining to finite provinces of meaning and it can span sphere's of redity".ll 



Schutz notes "Language can then provide knowledge about redlties which not only 

transcend the current experieice of the individual, but a x  also practiially, if not also in 

principle, inaccessible to him. ... And finally, language can provide knowledge that refers to 

provinces of meaning which are in principle inaccessible in Immediate expcricncc".12 What 

is essential to note here is the inevitable naturalization of experiences when they arc 

linguistically iniegrated into the constructs of the life-world. We can only describe drcarns 

using the grammatical a ~ d  syntactical confines that have been established in the life-world. 

Experiences that defy this logic, then, are necessarily appropriated by it or excluded from 

admittance into the stock of knowledge creating a paradoxical limiting-trdnsccnding function 

in language. However, the fur~ction of language that allows us (limited) tmnsccndcncc into 

finite prl~vinces of meaning, as alluded to earlier, is its symbolic foundation. 1 will now 

consider language as a symbolic medium of communication. 

Berger and Luckman have defined "symDolic language" in relation to its potential to 

transcend. They say: "Any significative themc that thus spans spheres of reality may he 

defined a$ a symbol, and the linguistic mode by whir l i  such transccndcnce is achicved may 

be called symbolic langaage".13 The smallest unit -:ontributing to the proccss of (linguistic) 

transcendence is, then, the symbol. Schutz dealt extensively with the coricept of the symtml 

(and also of mark, indication and sign) in the context of communication and cxprcssion. 

Although brief reference will be made to Schutz's interpretation of "sign" i will focus hcrc 

primarily on his description of symbol. Three characteristics common lo all categories should 

be noted, as they provide the foundation for understanding tCie precise nature - and 

importance - of Schutz's symbol. First, the symbol, sign , mark and indication all must be 

manifested physically and be apprehended through our senses. Second is the oftcl~ 

overlooked fact that the physical form ttzey take is completely arbitrary and "more or less 

accidental".14 Mated to this is essential role of the human interpretive process; that is, . 
whatever physical appearances they &We, a mark, indication, sign or symbol exis& and is 

meaningful only if we, individually or in a group, m c h  meaning t it. 



It has already been established that the primary functionality of a symbol rests in its 

potential to transcend the life-world and convey news about finite provinces of meaning: its 

ability to refer to something which is at present not, given. Schuh notes that the object or 

phenomenon not given may have once been given (and may be given again) or may be 

something that has "a different mode of g i ~ e n e s s " ~ ~  such as an idea or dream. It is the latter 

possibility I am interested in; situations in which symbols serve as a bridge connecting usually 

discrete provinces of meming. We have noted that experiences in "different modes of 

givcncss" are necessarily naturalized (legitimated) by the linguistic structures of the life- 

world, but conccpiual evolution is evidence of ihe reciprocity between ideas and the 

modification of the stock of knowledge. Thai is, new experiences by necessity denland 

symbolic reprcscnration if they are to be accessible to others in the linguistic community. If 

thc cxpcricnce is shared, a descriptive terminology set is txgotiated among members of the 

group (the 'group' being those who share in the direct experience) and emerges, at first open 

lo modification, but quickly becoming sedirnented, especially when passed on to those who 

haw not actually parlicipated in the experience. 

It is a small step from a discussion of symbolic language to a discussion of metaphors, 

and whcn we consider metaphors from the perspective of symbolic language (language 

constituted by arbitrary vehicles of mearGng) the distinction is shaky. McLuhan mted that all 

words in every language are metaphors, an observation which focuses on t h ~  svuctural 

charxlcristics of language. If we look at the expression of meaning through metaphors from 

i t  macro-pcrspecrivc (and accept as given that all language is symbolic) we can see the 

metaphor as bath a bridge between two provinces of meaning and as the creation of a new 

situation ~owfructed from old elements. The metaphor helps us understand that which is new 

in terms of things familiar. In a phenomenological sense it is a linguistic alternative to Idhe's 

thcory of multi-stable possibilities discussed in the previous section. We can recall that Idhe 

defines multistability as "the framed ambiguity of perception" which refers to the idea that 

perception is both sensory and cultural (that is, context dependant). Words, or semartic 



equivalents, are also context-dependant. New ideas and concepts can be introduccd through 

linguistic multistability as evidenced in the metaphor. 

McLuhan and Language: From New Criticism to the Language of Technology 

Throughout his writing, McLuhan constantly reminds us of his fascination with anu 

dedication to language cot through a concise narrative "style", but rather through thc 

Cwble entendm and clever associations that characterize his aphoristic probes. The 

aphorisms themselves that brought him to public attention ("the medium is the message" 

and "the globd village" being the most notorious) were modelled partly on Francis Bacon's 

use of language (Bacon employed the aphorism because it was suggestive rather than 

conclusive, inviting the audience to engage in further investigatirnl6). Aside from his 

aphoristic style, his interest in the English language is evidenced &rough the allusions and 

direct references to writers scattered throughout his writing, the most reccurring k ing  Jamcs 

Joyce. In War and Peace in the Global Village McLuhan juxtaposed his ongoing narrative 

with quotes from Joyce's Finnigan's Wake, perhaps to illicit non-linear thinking, as the 

quotes are seemingly unrelated to the body of the text. The Guterrburg Gnluxy references thc 

work of Shakespeare, Ezra Pcund, James Joyce, Dylan Thomas, Edgar Allan Poc md William 

Blake, among others, as well as the text of Don Quixore and thc Dunciad to illustrate such 

thcmes as the relationship between sense ratio and rationality (p. 13), and thc impnancc of 

the study of paradigms and pattern recognition (p. 77). Another literary influcncc on 

McLuhan came from .MallarmC md the symbolists who reinforced for McLuhan thc 

importance of technique over content (or the effect of "things" as opposed to "idcas"17j. 

One of Mallarm6's most well-know poems, "Un Coup de Ws" or "A Throw of the Dicc" 

illustrates stylistic elements that may have illuminated the point for McLuhan. The poem is 

presented as a "concrete" poem, words and phrases stretching across two pages, challenging 

standard conventions such as justified margins and page boundaries. Mallarm6 also used a 



mix of upper and lower casc typ ,  dl of which forces the reader into a mode where he or she 

must not rely on the mcaning of the words themselves but instead derive meaning through 

i h ~  visuai display. In Dkappearing Through the Skylight. O.E. Hardison describes the theme 

of the poem as being "the difficulty of writing". That is, "Language changes slowly but 

culturc is changing rapidly. Language in its trzditional forms the~fore  becomes less and less 

complementary to the world it is supposed to represent".ls Hardison also suggests that the 

poem embodies the proccss of language creating a response to an old language. unable to 

rcpn..scnt rcality. fn a McLuhanesque soundkg assessment, Hardison notes that wi*& 

- ~raditional pocms the "paper is ground" to the text (which kcomcs figure). In "Un Coup 

dc Dds", howcvcr, "the standard rclationship between figure and ground is displaced. The 

white spacc is expressive - part of the message rather than a neutral field for the type". 

Major influences in McLuhan's academic career can be traced to the time he spent at 

Cambridgc University as a graduate student under the guidance of X.A. Richards. Richards, 

well respccicd in the field of literary criticism, captured McLuhan's attention with his then 

innovative approach to the study of literature, particularly poetry, He felt poetry was a 

"suprcmc form of human communication", thus poetic analysis should focus on how 

cxpcricncc is commur~icated.~~ He also noted the necessary role of context in eliminating 

uninicnded meanings, allowing words in themselves to communicate. In his biography of 

McLuhan, Philip Marchand notes that Richards, along with one of his students, William 

Empson, hecmc the "godfathers" or" New Criticism, a school of thought which ultimately 

pruvidcd McLuhan with a springboard into his study of media. Marchand notes, "If words 

were ambiguous and best studied not in terms of their "content" (i.e., dictionary meaning) 

but in terms of their effects in a given context, and if those effects wexe often subliminal, the 

same might we!l he true of other human artifacts - the wheel, the printing press, and so 

on".2o The connection between the analysis of literature and analysis of other elements in 

thc cnvimnmcnt was sediment& for McLuhan by another of Richards students, F.R. Leavis. 

In his b m k  Culture and Enviromenr, Leavis suggested that the analytic capacity of literary 



critics could k extended to other areas of environmental analysis,21 a suggestion McLuhan 

adopted and employed throughout his intellectuai career. 

The profound influence that the study of literatun: had on McLuhan (Marchand goes so 

far as to claim chat the oniy influence more significane than New Criticism on McLuhm's 

thinking was his coavemion to Catholicisd2) makes it appropriate - and even necessary - to 

consider the insights he later developed on the role of language in relation to technology. 

McLuhan used the term "language" in bo?h a me!aphorical way (such as when he referred 

to the "language" of technology) and in a literal sense when he became interested in how 

language shapes perception. This latter concern was largely the result of McLuhan's 

discoverj of the work of linguists Edward Sapir and Benjamin Whorf, who postulated that the 

structure of language determined the structure and scope of perception. I will now examine 

four themes McLuha articulated in his consideration of language: the nature of language 

itself as an extension; the role of the metaphor; the three linguistic categories through which 

reality is experienced (which leads to) the rclarionship between reality and perception; and 

technologies as language (or the language of technologies). 

In the first chapter I considered technologies as extensions of the human body a way 

of understanding McLuhan's concept of disembodiment. There I noted that McLuhan saw 

all technologies as extensions of biological functions "outered" to increase powcr. He 

distinguished between early extensions (like print representations of language) and 1 atcr 

extensions (electronic technologies), the former being closed systems, not conducive to 

synestheric interaction and the latter encouraging simultaneous awareness. By this 

categorization we can assume McLuhan regards printed language as disruptive; indeed hc 

dedicated The Gutenburg Gakxy to chronicling the deterioration of the psychic envirc: men: 

upon the inuoduction of movable type (which accelerated the process of disintegration that 

was started by the phonetic alphabet). McLuhan's objection to language embodied in print 

was its e rnphis  on the visual properties of the eye (which encouraged linearity; we can only 

see one thing at a time, which implies logical, left-brain thought). Language embodied in 



sound, then, (Idhe notes that all language must first be embodied in sound, "head and then 

spoken"=) escapes visual emphasis, engaging instead in an ear-based world of aural 

domination. The auraVora1 world, however, encourages simultaneous awareness, as our ficld 

of auditory perception does not isolate. but rather incorporates. Another rcason for 

McLuhan's preference for oral communication is the increased chance that other senses will 

be used. For example, when speaking we often use hand gestures and facial expressions to 

clarify meaning or introduce subtext, thereby invoking a wider sensory arrangement - onc 

not possible with written communication. But even if no other sensory cues are availablc, 

McLuhan maintained that hearing is "hotter" than ~ igh t .2~  (It is interesting to note Nusscrl's 

suggestion that proof of temporal integration betwecn past and prcscnt can bc found by 

considering a simple melody; if past notes were to entirely disappear from our audilc range 

we could not enjoy music, as we would only hear unconnected singular Instead, thc 

simultaneous and integrated nature of aural perception allows us to enjoy melodies.) In his 

consideration of language as an extension McLuhan made the very practical scparatim 

'between written and oral language, which we must keep in mind when discussing the other 

themes to which I will now turn that deal with language at a far morc abstract level. 

The role of the metaphor, that is "a figure of speech in which a word or phrase literdly 

denoting one kind of object or idea is used in place or another to suggest a likeness or 

analogy between them"Z6 has been extensively considered by those intcrestcd in the role 

language plays in forming opinions and shaping attitudes and perceptions. In Under 

Technology's Thumb, William k i s s  notes the dual nature of metaphors: 

metaphors ... allow us to capture a novel or extraordinary event in forms of thought 
that are well-known to us, thus 'domesticating' it; fufi9ennore, they encourage us to 
believe that we may communicate our experience to others. There is a concomitant 
risk, of course: metaphorical constructs limit our ability to assimilate new information, 
because we try to squeeze the unusual into familiar and comfortable form.27 



Michael Hiem agrees, as he notes that the weakness of a metaphor lies in the inevitable 

distortion that accompanies the reduction of meaning.28 Hiem goes on to articulate the 

central characteristic of language which allows it to be used metaphorically; its ambiguity. 

This assumes the unique ability we have to use words in different ways, to "mis-take" one 

thing for an0ther.~9 It is through metaphor that we are able to adapt to cultural and 

technological evolution. As Hiem says, "Metaphorical uses of language meet the world as it 

moves through the shifts and transformations of historical drift".30 

McLuhan traces the route of the word metaphor to the Greek meta plus pherin, to carry 

across or transport.31 This transportation of meaning, however, never occurs in unaffected 

isolation, but instead involves a transformarive element. As McLuhan says, "Each form of 

iransport not only carries, but translates and transforms the sender, the receiver, and the 

mcssage".32 It is through this transformation of meming that new ideas and concepts may 

bc introduced. McLuhan classified d l  technologies as metaphors precisely because of their 

transforrrltive nature. He observed that they outwardly transform the user because they 

csrablish new relationships between user and environmer1t.3~ 

In a rather abstract explanation of metaphors, McLuhan looked at them from the 

pcrspcctive of figure and ground, suggesting that there are four parts to metaphors, which 

may be represented as figure-ground in relation to figure-ground. The connection between 

metaphors and figure-ground may lie in the metaphor's functional position; that is, to 

interpret unknown ground with a common figure (or an unknown figure with a common 

ground). For example, it may be easier to understand the string "c: dir/wW (as figure) if v e  

put it in the context of "computer language". The employment of figure-ground techniques 

arc also a way of encouraging awareness. The metaphor also encourages awareness. 

bktuhan notes, "Structtrrally speaking, a metaphor is a way of presenting one situation in 

terms of another situation. That is to say, it is a technique of awareness, of perception (right 

hemisphere), not of concepts (left hemisphere). "34 
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Metaphors work because they access an intuitive part of human understanding, a pari that 

lies beyond a reliance on semantics. This type of meaning, which exists independent of 

grammatical forms, is one of three ways McLukm suggests that language gives evidence of 

its communicative properties. The other indications lie in the actual meanings of words 

themselves, and in the grammatical forms to which they subscribe.35 When we rely only on 

the semantic intention of words or the grammatical forms of sentences, we use languagc in a 

way that is necessarily imperfect, because, as McLuhan notes, we succumb to "an uncritical 

trust in the adequacy of these words and forms as constituting the ultimate content and extent 

of language."36 As a symbolic system of communications, then, language itself can only 

approximate meaning and experience: the real communicative potential lics in its ability to 

evoke intuitive awareness. The grammatical forms and semanlics, however, do much to 

influence how we perceive the world around us. 

I have already noted that McLuhan's thought was heavily influenced by I.A. Richiircts 

and New Criticism, particularly the movement toward looking at the &ecr the languagc of a 

poem - or technology - had on its environment. When McLuhan first came across thc 

work of Edward Sapier and Benjamin Whorf, then, the parallels were obvious, and he 

enthusiastically supported (and was theoretically supported by) the Sapier-Whorf hypothesis. 

The hypothesis suggests that our interpretation of physical and social reality is shapcd 

fundamentally by the language and grammatical constructs we use to express it, Whorf. who 

had investigated linguistic constructs of the Hopi, put it this way: 

Human beings do not live in the objective world alone, nor alone in the world of social 
activity as ordinarily understood but are very much at the mercy of the particular 
language which has become the medium of expression for their society. I t  is quite an 

illusion to imagine that one adjusts to reality essentially without the use of language and 

that language is merely an incidental means of solving specific problcms of 
communications or reflection. The fact of the matter is that the "real world" is to a large 
extent unconsciously built on the language habits of the group.. . .37 
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Mctuhan, like the phenomenologists, was aware of the power evoked by the communal 

adoption of a shared language in "legitimizing" society. At times he saw its negative 

lwtential, such as when he noted, "the greatest propaganda in the world is our mother tongue, 

that which wc learn as children, and which we learn unconsciously. That shapes our 

perceptions for life. That is propaganda at its most extreme form.''38 

For McLuhan, language was a technology; a means of "outering" ourselves. Like all 

other technologics it carried with it a bias that altered the sender and receiver of the message 

as well as the environment and the message itself. But just as we consider language as a 

tcchnology with all the attendant properties, so must we consider technologies as languages, 

each one expressing reality with an individual accent and structuring what kind of 

information is to be emphasized. The technological parameters of an apparatus determine 

what may be talked about or what comer of reality may be heard. This is certainly true of 

VR, as I suggest in the section below. 

The Langl~age of Virtual Reality 

When discussing h e  "ianguage" of a technology we are inevitably brought back to one 

of McLuhan's most quoted aphorisms: "the medium is the message". In this section I will 

consider the way the technical properties of VR put a certain accent on the communication 

that takes place within it. I will focus on three fundamental properties of the technology 

which, to a large extent, dictate its nature: 1) the large number of sensory chmels  t b u g h  

which information is presented; 2) the potential it presents for interactivity; and 3) its lack of 

rcfcrcncc to reality. 

We have a l ~ a d y  noted McLuhan's preferred communicative environment is one which 

supports a "harmonious sensory balance" where the information can be translated among 

the sensss. The phenomenologists also emphasize the importance of sensory awareness in 

appxehending the Iife-world, a sensory awareness gr~unded in the body. McLuhan's thematic 



criticism of technologies from movable type to the telephone was that they disrupted this 

potential for sensory integration. Television has perhaps come closest to integmting multiple 

sensory channels for extension across space, although we are limited to two senses for data 

interpretation - sight and hearing (possibly three if we accept McLuhan's contention that 

television is also tactile). Television provides a good conceptual model for understanding VR 

if we can imagine ourselves, for example, interacting with the characters in their television 

environments. Because we receive information in VR through all our sensory channels, we 

have functionally returned to an oral communicative environment, combined with the 

advantages of electronic technology; we can project ourselves through space and keep a 

record of our communications. (It is interesting to note that Paul Heyer suggests that 

McLuhan's ideal communicative state may have been the manuscript era, whex oral ritual 

was combined with !..he ability to store informati~n.~~) For a comprehensive discussion o f  the 

effects of the virtual reality environment we can refer to previous discourse on the 

characteristics of oral society (such as contained in Walter Ong's Orality and Literacy). 1 will 

persue McLuhan's discussion of visual-acoustic thought in relation to orality. 

According to McLuhan, one sensory implication of orality was a balance cunducivc to 

simultaneous awareness. This lead, in turn, away from "linear", visual thought to 

multidimensional acoustic thought. In the mid-1950's, McLuhan began Qevcloping his 

notion of visual-acoustic space and published a paper titled, "Acoustic Space" in February 

1955.40 Visual space emphasized "left-brain" functioning, which meant it cngagcd in lincar, 

sequential, logical thought (everything McLuhan associated with post-literate, prc-electric 

existence). Acoustic space, in contrast, highlighted right-brain functioning, characteristic of 

multidimensional, simultaneous awareness. It is possiblc that McLuhan would have regarded 

communication in virtual environments conducive to integrated, acoustic awarcncss due to the 

full range of sensory channels it encourages, Related to McLuhan's visual-acoustic 

dichotomy and to this discussion of orality, is the notion of simultaneity; the integrated 

awareness ahat comes from comprehensive experience of the environment. McLuhan 
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contended that one ~f the main features of the electronic age was a return tc simultaneous 

awareness; VR would realize this state. 

I have already discussed, from several perspectives, the issue of interactivity: McLuhan 

alluded to it when he spoke of the global village and the phenomenologisos suggested that it 

is tke cornerstone in our ongoing dynamic relationship with the environment. Recently the 

perceived need for "interactivity" in our relationship to media and technology has increased 

- cspccially in the field of computer technology. But what is interactivity? Are we 

"interacting" with the television when we watch it, or does interactivity imply a level of user 

control over the environment? In his article, "A Typology for Interactive Media", Jerome 

Durlack notcs that media professionals seldom agree on the set of variables needed for a 

mcdia or technology to be truly interactive. For the purposes of this discussion, I will define 

interactive as a condition whereby a user is engaged with R'ns or her environment (i.e., 

technology) to the extent that they can make modifications supported by the parameters of 

thc lcchnology. Television is a one way pmcess where the user (watcher) ~ c e i v e s  data, 

whcrcas interactive telcvision (or interactive fiction, for example) gives the user the option of 

determining the outcome of a murder plot by choosing one of several possible scenarios. 

Although thc user may not have the option of choosing a scenario perfectly compatible with 

his or her desired outcome, they do have the ability to modify the environment. 

In VR, participants can not ody modify their envirorunem, they can create them. If they 

an: cngaged in a pre-made environment they control where they go and at what speed (one 

of the characteristics that has made VR an attractive educational environment). In the 

discussion of VR as an altered state, I suggested that it was not like a dream state because we 

could change VR of our own volition. The interactive nature of the technology presents the 

patentid to create a "language" that encourages activity, thought and creativity as opposed 

to "broadcast" media systems which encourage passivity and acceptance. 

Earlier in my discussion of disembodiment I suggested that when reading a captivating 

book we may lose sight of our physical environment and become immersed in our fictive 



world. If, however, someone enters the room and slams the door, or if we hear what sounds 

like a gunshot nearby, we would probably be vansported back to our immediate 

surroundings. Our fictive world is "fictive" in relation to the paramount reality that is in 

evidence all around us. When we enter virtual worlds, we loose our immediate physical rcatity 

as our prime referent. We only hear virtual sounds (thus would not hear a gun shot no matter 

how close it was if it was not a virtual one) and only see virtual images. it is this complete 

physical immersion which allows the exciting potential for the construction of new, 

emancipatory worlds but also present the possibility for a detachment from reality. 

I have presented three characteristics of VR which arc, in their combination, distinct from 

previous communication technologies, and suggested that the implications of thcsc quaiilies 

will determine the namre of the language of VR. VR will encourage simultaneous 

("acoustic") sensory awareness, active participation and creativity in communicative 

environments. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: A PHENOMENOLOGICALLY BASED TETRADIC ANALYSIS CIF 
VIRTUAL REALKY 

When considering points of intersection between McLuhan's themes and 

phenomenology, perhaps the place to start would be with McLuhan's four Laws of Media, 

(the "tetrad"). As I noted earlier, it is in the context of his discussion of the tetrad that 

McLuhan makes reference to Husserlian phenomenology, emphasizing how tetradic 

observations "reveal the hidden effects of artifacts on our lives", an objective sharcd by thc 

process of phenomenological reduction. (Phenomenological reduction refers to the process 

in which all assumptions concerning causation and consequences about the world an: 

eliminated ("bracketed") so fresh insights may be gained.) McLuhan also givcs reason to 

compare the tetrad to phenomenological thought when he notes that the tetrad "rcvcals the 

artifacts as a product of the user's mentality". Beyond our immidiatc concern with the tetrad. 

this statement implies that all artifacts are the result of our internal processes, which ultimately 

suggests a significant area of intersection between McLuhan's thought and phenomenology. 

In this section I will examine and critique McLuhants tetrad t k n  apply a modified version of 

it to a phenomenological interpretation of virtual reality. 

McLuhan's Four Laws of Media 

The tetrad as a predictive device presents four questions that when asked of any artifact, 

media type or social process, promise to illuminate the effects of rhe phenomenon on the 

environment. 'Fhis is possible, according to McLuhan, because it focuses our awarcness, 

shifting it from the past to the present (guarding against the "rear view mirror" syndrome 

discussed earlier). By considering four distinct aspects of a phenomenon in relation to its 

environment ,McLuhan &so suggested that the tetrad assesses the current shift between visual 

and acoustic space, encouraging simultaneous awareness. Enlightenment is promised if we 

ask the following four questions: (1) What does it enhance? (2) What docs it obsolcscc? (3) 

What does it retrieve? and (4) What does it reverse? Marchand notes that the first two "'laws" 
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an: fairly intuitive - for example Optical Character Recognitior, scanning devices will 

enhance h e  process of data entry but obsolesce the data entry clef! - but the third and 

fourth laws give McLukan's tetrad originality. The third law (retrieval) was derived from 

carlier considerations of the process whereby old cliche's are retreived and made into 

"modem" archetypes.1 McLuhan elaborated on this theme in Cliche to Archetype, his 1970 

book coauthored with Wilfred Waton. The fourth law was conceived of early on and noted in 

Understanding Mediu, namely, that new farms are revealed just as an artifact reverses into 

something entircly new.* By focusing awareness on all possible areas of "effect" (McLuhan 

dcficd a.ryone to discover a fifth law which focused awareness on something not already 

considcrcd) thc rctrad was purported to bring about simultaneous awareness of figure and 

ground in rclation to each other where traditionally only one or the other is perceived at one 

time. Specifically, the tetrad "raises hidden ground to visibility" by including the ground of 

thc user - or an awareness of the user as ground. (This consideration is of phenomenological 

importance in that it acknowledges the perspective or context of the user as essential in 

"defining" the object.) McLuhan saw the structure of the tetrad itself as two figures and two 

grounds in balarlccd ratio to each other. An applied example of the tetrad is McLuhan's 

considcraiion of the computer which enfiances speeds of calculation and retrieval, obsolesces 

scqucncc, approximation perception and the present, reverses anarchy via the overlay of 

bureaucracy and retrcives perfect memory.3 

Thc tetrad is the dosest thing McLuhan developed to a methodology in that it is an 

applicd proccdurc or system of "rules", although whether or not it is empirical is open for 

dcbatc (McLuhan insisted the process was empirical because it relied on observation, 

cxpericnce and precxpts, evcn though it was not based on a theory or set of concept$). Two 

of McLuhan's books deal with the tetrad. The Global Village: Transformations in the World 

Life and Media in the 21 Cennuy, was co-authored with Bruce C. Powers and published 

posthumously in 1989. Laws of Media: The New Science was co-authored with Eric McLuhan 

and published post-humously in 1988. Tke treatment of the temd differs slightly between the 



two books primarily in the context in which it is introduced, particu!arly the emphasis the 

latter book places on the tetrad as a set of scienttpc laws (although McLuhan's claim that the 

tetrad is empirical is expressed in both books). The Globai Village emphasizes Lhe prediclive 

and intuitive function of Lhe tetrad and its role as a rcconciliatsr of opposites. Both books, 

however, link the tetrad to phenomenology and critique the phenomenological process. In 

The Global Village hlcluhan notes that "insofar as the tetrads an: a means of focwing 

awareness on hidden or umbscrved qualities in our culture and its technologies, they act 

phenomenologically".5 McLuhan then goes on to critique phcnomcnotogy because of its 

use of "left-hemisphere techniques" to tackle "right hemisphere" problems (the uncarthing 

of concealed properties of artifacts). In The Laws of Media McLuhan makes a more dircct 

attack on phenomenologist Martin Heidegger by suggesting that he was unable to reconcile a 

sense of interplay between figure and gound in his interpretation of the environment and 

continuously shifted from one to the other. The% is no reason to assume that McLuhan's 

broad critique of phenomenology (or Heideggar) was based on a cumprchcnsivc 

understanding of the subject as McLuhan does not refer directly to phenomenology in ~ h c  

context of other discussions nor does he reference phenomenological writers in his 

bibliography. 

McLuhan notes that media analysis usually consider only the first two aspccts of the tclrad 

(enhancement and obsolescence), thus lacks a comprehensive ovcrvicw of cffccis at best or 

are completely misguided at worst. The argument for an integrated approach to the analysis 

of thc implications of new media is a strong one that deserves attention. Although simply 

answering the questions themselves may not generate a conclusivt: understanding of the 

technology, the tetrad does serve two important functions; (1) it focuscs the area of possible 

consideration from a potentially infinite field to specific elements, and (2) it generates other, 

previously hidden issues to consider (by promoting creative, "lateral" thinking). For these 

resaons I have elected to use the tetrad to consider some possible implications of virtual 

redity technology. 
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McLuhan's tetrad purports to be a tool for bringing to awareness the impact an artifact 

has on its environment. Althuugh this broad task is brought into focus by the specific nature 

of thc questions aqked of the artifact, McLuhan's own application of the tetrad is not focused. 

For example, in his "Xerox" :etrad McLuhan notes that it increases the speed of the printing 

press, obsolesces thc assembly line book, retreives the oral tradition, the committee, and 

rcvcrxs into "everybody is pub~isher".~ The axa of consideration applied to each law 

varies from the mechanical properties to historical traditions to people's life-roles, diffusing 

the focus and weakening the overall effect of the analysis. A constructive implementation of 

~ h c  tctrad would involve an application of the laws to a consistent plane of consideration. In 

my tetradic analysis of virtual ~a l i t y ,  then, I will consider only phenomenologically-based 

;ispccts of thc creation and mainanance of the social world which may be enhanced, 

obsolcsccd, retrcived or revelsed due to VR. 

A Tetradic Analysis of Virtual Reality 
The Enharocentent of Awareness 

In thc second chapter I considered the mechanisms by which we phenomenologically 

"construct' our social world, including processes of legitimation, typification, biographical 

articulation and the role of our stock of knowledge and relevance structures. I also discussed the 

rolc of paramount reality, that is, the reality of everyday life within which "enclaves" (such as the 

world of fantasy or dreams) exist. The principle property of paramount reality involves its 

centralizing role: our con.iousness is rooted in paramount reality and necessarily returns back to it 

after visiting the enclaves supported by it. In my discussion I outlined these phenomenological 

propcrtics, making an effoa to emphasize the often arbitrary nature of environmental construction 

10 remind us that we are engaged in a dynamic relationship that offers us the potential to 

complcrciy change our "reality". As traditions, institutions and society myths have become 

scdimcnted due to the historical iilextia, however, we often loose sight of both the axbitmy and 

mallcable properties of our environment. I suggest &at virtual reality, by providing people with the 
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opportunity to actively engage in "world building" on a microcosmic level, will enhance our 

awareness that reality is socially constructed. 

A nun-computer-based parallel to the construction of virtu$ worlds can be found in the creative 

process of constructing fictive literary worlds, the process I might go through if I were a novelist. 

for example. Certain key features of this process are worth considering, as they pmvidc a clue to 

what tools may be valuable in constructing virtual worlds. The first, and pernaps most crucial, is 

creating internal consistency within the fictive world. On a simplistic level if in my science fiction 

novel I establish that the planet has no gravity, then obviously the character's actions while on that 

planet have to reflect the lack of gravitational force. On a psychological level, if I introduce a 

"three dimensional" character and assign certain attributes to her, her actions must be consistent 

with her characteristics in order for her - and the fictive world - to be believed. In order to bring an 

audience into a fictive world, I must also establish enough detail to make the world "alive". If  I do 

not scatter interesting diversions or focus on unique attributes (or mundane attributes in a uniquc 

way) throughout my fictive world, my audience will certainly lose interest and return to paramount 

reality. Related to the amount of detail is the issue of setting. I must consider the role of the setting 

in my fictive world, where in some instances it may be crucial and in others it may not be as 

important. I may want to create an interesting setting that complements the "plot" ( or, in a virtual 

world, the motivation of the world, whether it be for fantasy or educational purposes) and 

"characters" (participants). Or I may want to downplay the setting so that other elemcnts of my 

world may be highlighted. Another crucial element in my literary world construction is point qf 

view. I must consider the place from which I am "telling the story", decide on the places where I, 

as author, can intervene, provide more information or be selective about the information I providc. 

These considerations, by no means comprehensive, provide clues to mechanisms wc may usc to 

construct virtual worlds. Writers have an awareness of the building-blocks they use to shapc their 

worlds, an awareness that often influences the way they perceive and interpret reality. 

In chapter one I briefly discussed computer conferencing in relations to the d e s i ~  we have for 

reembodiment when we represem ourse1ves through ASCII characters. A process related to 



computer conferencing that provides an ASCII paradigm for the construction of virtual worlds is 

",MUDS" f"rnultipfe user dialogues"). MUD'S are interactive, multiple user computer games that 

run on a central system to which users can connect. Users adopt a persona and can engage in a 

variety of role-playing fantasy scenarios, similar, to the board game, "Dungeons and Dragons". 

Through the ASCII systems complete worlds are constructed, attributes given to characters and 

syrnbls developed to represent phenomena or people. The dearth of sensory cues hint at the 

importance and power of symbols, but also remind a s  of the role of imagination in the construction 

of rcdities. 

The phenomenologists pesent a rigourous case to suggest how we socially construct our world. 

As we move through the world, however, (trying to correct a bank error, for example) the arbitrary 

and malleable nature of the life-world is lost and we may feel locked in a static, determined system. 

But as we begin to consider tbe building-blocks we need to construct "inhabitable" worlds in 

virtual rcality, our sense of awareness of the process of socially constructing our social world will be 

enhanced. 

The Obsolescence of TemporHpatkI Constraints in Communicatiu~ 

Befon: the early 19th century our conceptualization of space held it as an absolute, non- 

malleable physical entity in which we existed. As Steven Kern notes, there was only one space 

which held the ppenies described by Euclid's axioms. But new ideas about the nature of 

space were beginning to emerge, ideas that challenged the notion that space was 

h~rnogcncous.~ Several events contributed to this realignment in our attitudes, among them, 

the introduction of the wireless. Kern notes that the wireless "annihilated time and space" 

due to its ability to instantaneously unite geographically dispersed p m n s ,  creating the 

ihsion &at we a d d  "'cwiqter" distance (thus space). TNs l a d  to the realization that 

"'tisr;?~~ orders ecf spza awl * h e  adapt thmselves to man's experience and his perceptive 

fticuIty." ". J. Boltner echoes this when he says "Space is what each culture chooses to 

makc of it, and what each &axes depends upon the tools and techniques available"? a 



sentiment which aligm theoretically with McLuhan's dictum, "the medium is the message" 

and the earlier work of Harold Innis on the "bias" of the medium (the suggestion that the 

cultural orientation and values of a society are influenced by the predominant modes of 

communication). Boltner, Innis and McLuhan all pave the way for a consideration of how 

tools - in this case, virtual reality - can alter conceptions of space. 

Before we consider the nature of our relationship to space in virtual worlds, we must ask 

the question "Do virtual experiences take place primarily in space?" This, of course, invitcs a 

potentially involved discussion on the very nature of space itself and its helationship to time 

and perception, a discussion that goes beyond the scope of this thesis. As preface to my 

suggestion that VR obsolesces spatial constraints, I will contend that space is defined in tcrms 

of perception. As an illustration we could consider swimming a mile: to the novice swimmer 

the last 200 meters may seem significantly "longer" than the first 200 meters due to 

increased fatigue, boredom, etc., while to a competitive swimmer the last 200 meters may 

seems "shorter" than the first due to the realization of a nearly-completed goal. The absolutc 

physical space, of course, is the same for both swimmers. We could compare virtual spacc lo 

dream space, where the only physical space involved may be that occupied by one's body but 

where the space dreamed of may be unlimited. What role, then, does "space" play in VR? 

In my introduction I noted that architect Michael Benedikt contends cyberspace will 

likely have a geography, although he does not venture further to describe it. I suggest that 

cyberspace will definitely have a "geography" due to our need to create mental models for 

understanding relationships and for navigation (both through physical spacc: and through, for 

example, information-space). This is evidenced by the spatial metaphors that have already 

emerged around computer technology, the most well-known being Apple Computer's 

desktop metaphor, where bytes of information are represented in relation to their position and 

function on the electronic "desktop". 



In Turing's Man. D.J. Boltner defines two kinds of computer space, the first being 

physical space which includes the actual properties of machines, and the second being logical 

space, which includes the properties that define the computer as a logical entity.1•‹ He later 

makes two important observations: first, because computer space is "addressed" (that is, each 

byte of electronic information is given a unique identifier) it becomes easy to abstract and is 

thus manipulatable.11 He also notes that programmers visualize their workspace as an area 

with physical dimensions.I2 In the context of the discussion in prwious chapters which 

maintains that conventions from the life-world will necessarily be appropriated in VR, we can 

see that in terms of spatial metaphors the paradigm for information transfer has already been 

sct in computing traditions. It is, perhaps, this need for geographic orientation that motivates 

articles titled "Colonizing Cyberspace" (as seen in the Summer 1989 issue of Mondo 2000). 

I notcd above that the introduction sf the wireless "annihilated space" due to the illusion 

of "immediate connection" between people anywhere in the world. According to McLuhan 

other media, most notably television, intensified this illusion. More recently, the introduction 

of computer-mediated commur~cation (CMC) added "time" as another dimension 

conquered due to "progress". It will be useful to examine the case of CMC and its 
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elimination of spatial - temporal constraints in communication as it is the ASCII prototype for 

virtual reality. 

"CMC" refers to the technological potential created by the use of computers and 

telecommunication networks in the communication process. Examples of CMC systems arc 

remote databases (collections of data stored on a central computer and organized to allow 

users to manipulate and retrieve desired information), electronic mail (text, cicctronically 

produced and sent to a user or group of users via the computer, a modem and a tclephorlc 

line or direct cable) and computer conferencing (a more organized form of electronic mail 

where many pcople receive the same message).13 The technology allows participants not only 

to access information over great distances, but, unlike the tclephone, allows for arynchronous 

communication due to the computers ability to store the clcctronic messages until they arc 

accessed by the recipient. In this sense, CMC also "overcomes" temporal constraints. Of 

course both time and space are still a factor in organizing the communication on many lcvcls. 

Users cannot communicate if they do not have access to a tclcphone, thus very rcmotc rcgions 

remain distanced. And of course cosmic time is not altered, only our control over it in 

relation to when we want to engage in the exchange of information. Other spatial-tcmporal 

constraints that remain will be discussed later. 

The characteristics attributed to CMC also apply to VR (technically VR runs over 

networks similar to the ones used by CMC) with virtual worlds creating an added intensity duc 

to a more complete sensory involvement. Using VR technology I can rcmain in Vanwuvcr 

and communicaie with colleagues in Toronto while enjoying the illusion that wc arc sitting 

side by side. I can also record and "re-live" the conversation at a later date if I .so choose, 

Conceptually, it is possible fcr al l  those involved in a virtual discussion, for example, to 

converse in their own personal, tailored space (I may be sitting by my fireplace while 

colleague "X" may be sitting in a garden beside a stream) provided that our "shared" space 

(for example, the representation of a document we may be discussing) is common to all of us. 

Beyond the mundane, the implications of "unlimited real estate" are many-fold. If "space" 
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is not in demand, notions of ownership and value inevitably change, possibly forcing new 

standards of value (ones based, for example, on aesthetics and creativity). In this sense, virtual 

rcality obsolesces spatial and temporal constraints in communicative situations. But like CMC, 

both space and time are still factors when considering other issues such as computer hardware 

constraints. Boltner notes that "lack of space is one of the t w ~  principle limitations of the 

clcctronic world. The other is computer time. Making intelligent use of the space at hand is a 

cardinal virtuc in the craft of computer programming".l4 As mentioned in the introduction 

to VR, spatial constraints (i.e., limited computer memory resources) is one of the factors 

preventing the actualization of photo-realistic virtual worlds. In this sense, spatial constraints 

arc still a vcry rcal issue. From the perspective of an increased (technologically supported) 

freedom to communicate across great distances or the ability to represent internal visions of 

spacial configurations, however, spatial constraints are obsolesced in virtual reality. 

The Retreival of Paramount Reality 

Whcn the curtain rises at the start of a stage play, we interpret it as a signal indicating we 

arc abandoning the norms that govern conduct in the life-world to engage in a fictive world 

governed only by our imagination. This ritual - the lifting of the curtain - reminds us that, in 

Schutz's tcrminology, we are soon to "leap" into an alternate reality. Other rites of passage 

indicating a shift from paramount reality to other finite provinces of meaning include the 

elaborate ccrcmonies that often accompany religious experiences or even deep breathing 

cxcrciscs that may accompany meditation. Less obvious transitions include slipping into a 

drcltm statc (the moment of actual boundary-crossing is seldom remembered and, unless 

experiencing a lucid dream, the realization of being in an altered dream-state is not had) or 

becoming transfixed by a work of art. Even more subtle are the slight shifts in our tension of 

consciousncss that occur when we are reading or watching television or even when we are 

engaged in captivating conversation. Yet all of these circumstances involve transitions, to 

differing dcgrccs, into altered states of awareness. 
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Before the introduction of the alphabet, when infomation was not easily disseminated 

through space, we were ultimately and perhaps, exclusively concerned with the "mdity" that 

surrounded us; the reality we could interpret thmugh our senses. For the few to whom travel 

was possible an awareness of differing world-views (differing realities) was evident. When 

information about distant regions and peoples became available to use through the written 

word, there was also the felt sense of contrast. If we fast-forward through history to the 

introduction of visual broadcast media (early film and television) we first note that a more 

complete understanding about other realities was possible, but we can also note that it took 

only a short period of time before the bombardment of distant images became "naturdlizcd" 

and were incorporate into our sense of reality even when direct experience may not have becn 

had. The actual technological imperative of television and film also allowed for the 

naturalization ~f other "altered" states through, for example, the advent of surrealistic film, 

which strove to represent the unconnected non-narrative of dream states. Increasingly, the 

boundaries between paramount reality and finite provinces of meaning were blurred. 

Broadcast technologies were not the first media that allowed for the exprcssion of altered 

states. For example in the preface to "A Dream Play", playwright August Strindberg 

explained that 

In this dream play ... the author has sought to reproduce the disconnected but 
apparently logical form of a dream .... Anything can happen; everything is possible 
and probable. Time and space do not exist; on a slight groundwork of rca!ity, 
imagination spins and weaves Eew patterns made up of memories, experiences, 

unfetted fancies, absurdities and improvisation. The characters are split, double and 
multiply; they evaporate, crystalize, scatter and converge.15 

And of course James Joyce, through his "stream of consciousness" style strove to 

emulate literarily our fantasy processes. The result of these attempts to represent alternate 

forms of consciousness combined with the barrage of media images (which in themselves art: 

similar to an unconnected fantasy state) has been the naturalization of other states within 

paramount reality and a blur of boundaries between finite provinces of meaning, lessening 
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our awareness of paramount reality as a transcendable place from which al l  other experiences 

are had and to which we inevitably return. I suggest that through the experience of virtual 

reality we will retrieve a sense of the distinctive nature of paramount reality due to the 

possibility of contrast through juxtaposition. This retrieval will be enhanced by the ritual of 

entering virtual worlds and the nature of VR as a place from which reflection on paramount 

reality may be had. 

Unlike the passage between paramount reality and dream state, or paramount reality and 

fictive worlds, the passage into VR currently involves a self-conscious reminder that one is 

cntering into an altered space. First, the proper gear must be donned which, at minimum 

involves a head-mounted display unit and dataglove but may also involve a full body suit. 

Once technically "in" VR, one must become familiar with (or remind oneself of) the 

arbitrary hand signals used for navigation through virtual space, For example, in the W L  

system, pointing one's index finger in the desired travel direction allows for basic navigation; 

to incrcasc or decrease speed, the thumb is raised or lowered accordingly. Once navigational 

tcchniques are mastered, one must adjust to unfamiliar sensations such as flying or moving 

through "solid" objects (in programs where there is no collision control). Beyond the 

lcchnological orientation there is the issue of ontological orientation; getting used to existing 

in a digitized world where the potential for manipulation is beyond what is possible in the 

li  fe-world. 

Thc unique properties of virtual reality allow for participants to use it as a place from 

which obscrvation and reflection on the nature of paramount reality, the archetypal 

cxpcriencc of "~ality" may be had. VR will aid in retrieving an awareness of the existence 

of paramount rcality due to the pronounced nature of the threshold between the discrete 

realms of existence, a threshold that explicitly emphasizes the shift. Schutz notes that "the 

dissimilarity of realities outside everyday fife is made more evident by the interpretation of 

the mcrnories and indications that are brought back ~ h m  there to the "normal" wide awake 

state. l6 Vinual rcality will, upon introduction and before it is "normalized" into our 



collective ontological fi-amework, present a finite pmvince of meaning that will enhance 

awareness of paramount reaiity through juxtaposition and contrast. 

The Reversal of the Symbol 

In my earlier discussion of language I focused on the symbol and symbolic language as a 

vehicle for transcending spatial-temporal constraints to communicate information about finite 

provinces of meaning. I noted three characteristics of the symbol; it must be manifest 

physically and ap~rekended through the senses, although the form it takcs is compictely 

arbitrary and in fact is meaningful only if we attach meaning to it. I noted that McLuhan 

pints  out that in essence all language is symbolic, the phonetics k ing  arbitrary characters 

representing the sounds which form words, from which we derive meaning. 

When we consider the pmcess by which information is communicated in virtual rcality, 

we are confronted with a fundamental question about the naturc of virtual space: do the 

cornpuler-simulated models simply refer to paramount reality or are thcy non-refcrcntial, a 

"world" in themselves characterized by polygons and algorithms? Thc vision of com pukr 

programs as self-referential - and potentially self-generating - is a fear oftcn ponraycd in 

dystopic science fiction; one that many believe could become reality. It is not the purpasc of 

this discussion, however, to engage in futuristic projections about the course the technology 

may take. I will only consider functions that the technology can now support and applications 

to which it can now be directed. 

As noted throughout this discussion I contend that virtual worlds will necessarily he 

modeled, to varying degrees, on the ccnstructs and conventions developed in thc lifc-world if 

they are to be a forum for shared meaning. My discussion of the symbol is also based on this 

assumption. It is difficult, however, to keep the symbolic - non-symbolic distinction clear. 

Jaron Lanier, for example, suggested that VR offers a forum for "post-symbolic 

communication", illustrating his claim by noting that although in "reality" we may imaginc 

the m m  we are in to be a giant rose, we cannot in fact climb down a stem or sit on a petal. In 
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VR, howcvcr, Zf we want to sit on a rose petal we can "create" the rose and do so. The 

obvious fallacy in this argument is, of course, that the rose we create in VR is not a rose but a 

rcprcsentation of an object that is only found in the life-world. From this perspective 

everything in VR modelled on paramount reality (or even slightly resembling paramount 

rcality) is necessarily symbolic. Before I suggest why the symbl may be reversed in VR, % 

will consider Jean Baudrillard's work on the proliferation of the symbol, simulations md 

"hyperrcality". Aside from his relevant work on hyperreality, it is appropriate to consider 

Baudrillard in the context of this discussion because of his relationship to Marshall McLuhan 

(he is considcrcd a "post-modernist" and was influenced by McLuhan's writing). But in his 

book, Jean Baudriblard: from Marxism to Post-Modernism and Beyond, Douglas Kellner 

suggcsts that there is a fundamental point over which Baudrillard and McLuhan diverge. 

"While McLuhan ... celebrate[s] the new media and information technologies as purely 

progrcssivc forccs, with purely (or largely) beneficial results, Baudrillard sees them as 

producing predominantly, if riot completely, baleful results." l7 It should be noted that there 

arc many arcas of concern associated with Baudrillard's work, the most predominant being 

his cxtrcmc, pessimistic conclusions that leave little room for human intervention to change 

the course of "progress". It will benefit this discussion, however, to present a small and 

uscful portion of his work on the symbol. 

According to Baudrillard, we have e n t e ~ d  into an age of "cykrblitz", where media and 

simulations constitute a new realm of experience and the boundary between reality and 

rcprcscntation implodes. The overwhelming proliferation of simulations has precipitated a 

shift in our undcrstanding, a shift that has lead us to substitute signs of the real for the real. 

This has come about due to an evolution of phases the image goes through. In the first phase, 

according to Baudrillard, the image is a reflection of basic reality. In the second stage it 

masks and pcrvcrts basic reality, which leads to the third stage, where the image masks the 

absoncc of basic reality (heralding the age of cyberblitz). In the fourth stage, the image bears 

no relations to reality whatsoever, but instead is pure simulatim. These categories, although 



perhaps hyperboIic, may be useful to consider as a possible course of evolution for the image 

in VR. 

The reality Baudrillard describes, where signs and other modes of representation come to 

constitute reality, would seem to imply the proliferation of the artificial. To the contrary, 

however, Baudrillard claims ?.hat the simulations have come to constitute a hypcmality that is 

"more real than real".18 An example suggested to illustrate this is Disncyland, whcrc modcls 

of the United Srates appear 'more real' than their actualities in the social world.lg With this in 

mind it is interesting to note the cover story of a recent issue of Time magazine titled, 

"Fantasy's Reality", the subscript reading, "Orlando, the boomtown of the U.S. South, is 

growing on the model of Disneyworld: a community that imitates an imitation of a 

community". (Time, May 27, 1991). As we move increasingly toward an cnvironmcnt of 

complete simulation, according to Baudrillard, 

The very definition of the real has become: that of which it is possible to give an 
equivalent reproduction .... The red is eat only what can be reproduced, but that 
which is already reproduced: that is, the hyperreal ... which is entirely in s im~la t i on .~~  

The above definition begs application to VR as it defines it as a ncw reality indepcndcnt 

of its ability to represent things external. And if we consider the succcssivc stages of the 

image noted earlier as one possible scenario in the evolution of VR, where we move from 

representing reality to creating a completely new aesthetic, the real may in fact lic entirely in 

simulation. Baudrillard contends that this situation would inevitably Icad to an cnvironmcnt 

where signs exchange among themselves without interacting with the real, maintaining a 

closed system. Throughout this discussion I have suggested that elernen& in virtual worlds 

would necessarily reflect the constructs and phenomena that have evolved in paramount 

reality if VR were to be a communicative environment because so much of our 

communicative process is based on shared assumptions (as noted in chapter one) that are 

grounded in paramount reality. Thc very nature of VR as a computer-generated, simulated 

environment, however, forces all communication to take place through the exchange of 



symbols. In this sense, VR realizes Baudrillard's prophetic vision of the hyperreal, but in such 

a self-conscious way that the negative implications of the "hyperreal" are mitigated. 

So far I have suggested that VR is a symbolic environment in that communication 

depends on symbalic reference to a meaning-structure or phenomenon established in 

paramount reality. I now suggest that these conditions, Ehat is, the complete saturation of the 

symbol, do in fact lead to a situation where rhe value of the symbol as a vehicle of 

representation is reversed, nullifying the act of symbolization as a unique event. Hiem 

comments on an implication of the overuse of the symbol when he says that "symbols can be 

used to bring things into awareness, but they can also, through trivialization and inflation, 

blcnd things out of awar~ness."~~ Hiem later refers to this as "symbol pollution". 22 

Symbol poilution would only be possible, however, in conditions where the symbol could 'be 

juxtapscd with non-symbolic representations of meaning and events. I suggest that in an 

crivironment such as virtual reality where nothing is "authentic" in the sense of being nan- 

representational and everything exists only through simulation, the very nature. of the symbol 

rcverscs into its own, self-contained meaning-structure, actualizing Baudrillard's vision of 

hyperrcality. 
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This thesis was initiated to consider what the nature of reality in virtual reality will be aid 

if the intersection of media theory expounded by McLuhan and the work of select 

phenomenologists could provide a useful framework from which the issue could be 

considered. ExpIoriions which lead to this focus unearthed two common themes that 

surround the VR debate: that the technology will precipitate an entirely new form of reality 

complete with new, "post-symbolic" communicative practises, and that we should return to 

the work of Marshall McLuhan to understand the implications of this new technologj. 

My own reading of Marshall McLuhan led me to conclude that although he articulated 

many important themes to consider as we move further into the electronic (and digital) age, 

basing a discussion of the nature of VR solely on his "probes" would be problematic at best 

and likely lack the scope necessary for a rigourous discussion. His innovative work on 

electronic media, however, can provide a focus for what could be an infinitely wide-ranging 

discussion. 

Whcn I began considering the nature of virtual reality I was confronted with the obvious 

and agc ald question: What is the nature of reality? I chose to answer this by turning first to 

Bcrgcr and Luckman's work, The Social Construcsion cfReality, and then to Alfred Schutz 

and his work, The Constructions of the Life-World. I soon realized that the body of 

phcnomcnological literature on how we create the social (and physical) world that surmunds 

us would bc cmcial to consider when examining the construction of virtual worlds, bur also 

realized a comprehensive considerdtion of the literature would be beyond the scope of my 

investigation. The synthesis of McLuhan and phenomenology, however, provided a focused 

and rigourous framework from which to examine the ontology of virtual reality. 

Upon completion of this thesis I am able ao address the issue of VR emerging as a 

completely new forum for communication by referring, as I have done throughout this 

invesrigatirsn, to the phenomenological interpretation of how we socially construct our reality. 
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In t l ~  four points of intersection discussed in my thesis, I maintained that we will necessarily 

incorporate many of the constructs, institutions and interpretive processes developed in 

paramount reality into vimal reality. The natuI1: of paramount reality will in turn bc 

influenced by information and experiences gained in virtual reality, through their 

incorporation into our "collective stock of knowledge". This extension of social norms into 

VR, however, may be juxtaposed with the unique properties of the technology which, as we 

learn from McLuhan, may structure experience and communication in a new way. 

My synthesis and intersection of McLuhan and phenomenology leads me to suggest that 

McLuhan's work, grounded as it is in the senses, and phenomenology, grounded in the 

philosophy of perception and experience, together provide an effective way of illuminating 

the ontology of virtual reality. I felt it essential to begin any investigation of virtual reality by 

exploring its very name as only after the essence of a technology is grasped may we proceed 

to exairnine the crucial socio-politic& issues which arise from the technology. 

In the public eye, due in part to recent (often sensationalized) media coverage, VR is a 

new technology with unlimited potential to fulfil private and collective desires; asking what 

one's ultimate virtual world would be is like administering a Rorschach Ink Blot test. Some 

suggest, however, that the media is not solely to blame for cmating and maintaining the 

present furor that surrounds YR, but instead that academic attention is also to blame as it 

legitimizes VR as an area of concern. This is a dangerous position as the momentum 

surrounding all technological innovation - certainly the high-tech world of computer 

technology - shows us that the visiors of the mass media often provide a template for 

technological actualization, VR will certainly develop until current and future visions are 

realized. It is thus essential ?hat we kgin  investigating the implications of this ncw and 

powerful technology. I will now suggest four areas where I see the need for exploration. 

I have already alluded to the first, and perhaps most problematic area presenting itself for 

investigation: the role of the popular press ir, influencing public understanding of VR. When 

VR was first under developnent in the 1960's tZre only infomation available about it was 
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fbund in technical journals or conference proceedings. A few years ago articles began 

appearing in computer trade magazines that, although not "mainstream", had a wider 

audience then the earlier journals. Sir~ce then articles have appeared in general science 

srrrtgazincs such as Omni and Scientijk American and, more recently, in general news 

magazines and newspapers. 

Making information h u t  VR available to a general audience has increased the 

information flow about the technological developments and has provided a terminology-set 

to allow the "non-cxpert" to engage in the debate. It has also, however, lead to the 

compromising of technologicatly authentic facts which have been replaced by the "hype" 

that captures readers attention and sells magazines. The simplification of technological details 

necessary when writing for a general audience in many instances gives way to pure 

speculation and embellishment, creating tension between actuality and desire which, as we saw 

in thc development of Artificial Intelligence, may lead to a general disillusionment about the 

technology. The relationship, then, between media representation of VR and the technology 

itself is fertile ground for further investigation. 

Related to media representation of VB and the development of the technology is the 

symbiotic relationship between the genre of science fiction and technology. Rosanne Stone, 

for cxampk, notes that the pentagon holds regular forums with science fiction writers to 

solicit ideas for possible technological development.1 The relationship is clearly exemplified 

by the inftuence William Gibson's book Neuromuncer has enjoyed over VR. In 

Ncurumancer, Gibson supplies what many see as the definitive definition of cyberspace: "A 

conccntual hallucination experienced daily by billions of legitimate operators ... a graphic 

representation of data abstracted fmm the banks of every computer in the human system. 

Unthinkable c~mplexity."'~ It is interestkg trr note that Gibson's distopic vision of the 

technology as been appropriated by not only science fiction enthusiasts but also by many 

academics, who regard N ~ ~ ~ O I Z U Z I U : ~ ~  as the guiding vision behind VR, or at least as an 

influence deserving attention (see Ahreris 1940; Hendemn 1990; Jacobson 1990; McManus 
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1990; O'Bannsn 1990; Temkin 1990; Thomas and Stuart 1990; Bukatman 1991; Byrd 

1991; and Kelley 1992). Further investigation in this area is warranted. 

Beyond the purely technical, VR will exist and flourish only insomuch as "artists" arc 

realized as privileged in their roles as creators and visionaries of this new space. Traditior~ally 

alienated from participating in cunent technological developments and instead forccd into 

the role of social critic, artists will be in demand as the "architects" of virtual worlds and will 

have the potential to express themselves synesthetically through a forum allowing for 

unprecedented freedom and creativity. Aside from the issue of access (artists are traditionally 

relegated to marginalized positions in society) issues of the nature of representation, "ethical 

creating" and vf rtual ownership demand exploration. 

As with the introduction of any new technology the fundamental social question that 

emerges is: "Who will control the technology and who will have access to it?" As it  exists 

now, VR is prohibitively expensive and consequentially available only to well-endowed 

private companies or through elite research institutions. Public participation in actual VR 

technology is generally only possible at trade shows and then demand for the technology fu 

exceeds its availability. But, to use the paradigm coined by Harold Innis, what is the reaction 

to the functional monopoly of the technology by those economically "marginalized"? It  is 

interesting to note the growing popularity of bfickoleured VIP systems asscmbled in 

basements and garages from less expensive parts such as Mattell's Power Glove (which was 

based on the more expensive VPL "Datagbve" used in most VR set-up's), inexpensive 3D 

glasses and interactive computer games. It is impossible to tell at ahis point in the "history" 

of the technology if creative solutions will indeed emerge from the margins, but the question 

of access is an area deserving furt!!er attention. 

I have suggested four general areas for further research, areas which are by no mcans 

comprehensive. Virtual reality allows us to create and inhabit our own "worids" and possibly 

because of this has captivated public curiosity and fascination. For these two reasons alone it 

deserves intense and ongoing scrutiny. Embedded in the technology (and our fascination 
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with it) are many philosophical, political, social, religious and economic assumptions which 

need to be unearthed and discussed. It is my hope that others in the field will accept the 

challenge of considering all facets of the phenomenon so we may de-mystify the technology 

and experience we call virtual reality. 

- -  - 

Stone. "Sex and Death Among the Disembodied", p. 7. 

2 ~ i l i i a m  Gibson, Neuromancer (New York: Berkley Publications Group. 1984), p. 51. 
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